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Remembrance

Anzac Day 2021 marked a return to the familiar in Warrandyte as veterans and their families marched along Yarra
Street as part of the traditional Warrandyte RSL Anzac Day service. Turn to Pages 16–17 for our full Anzac Day
coverage. The Footy returns to the Reserve, and our Festival is also back on the agenda, with a plan in place for
later this year. The community’s attention now turns to our wildlife and environment and the Diary, this month,
has an update on the Christmas Hills land sale as well as stories on efforts to protect our wombats and roos.

H2PRO ARE HIRING
PERSONALISED TAXATION &
ACCOUNTING SERVICES P/L

CERTIFIED PRACTISING ACCOUNTANTS

P.O. Box 143, Warrandyte VIC 3113

Office: 9844 2409
Brian: 0412 011 946
Hien: 0448 012 728
E: bspurrell@ptasaccountants.com.au
W: www.ptasaccountants.com.au

IT’S TAX TIME
We specialise in
helping businesses

Refer to our new website for more
information: ptasaccountants.com.au
Speak to us now - we welcome
business and personal tax enquiries
Super advice will be provided by Personalised
Taxation and Accounting Services as an
authorised representative of SMSF Advisers
Network Pty. Ltd. AFSL No.: 430062

we need
maintenance plumbers
(fully qualified for immediate start)

If this is you, please contact us
— employment@h2pro.com.au
Check out our FB to see what we are about.

Christmas Hills for sale
— Page 3
Councils seek
community views
— Page 6
Roos in the firing line
— Page 7
Nillumbik Art Prize
— Pages 18-19
Athlete hopeful for
Tokyo — Page 30

Peter
Gardiner
BARRISTER & SOLICITOR
Local legal practitioner since 1989
Office 1, 2 Colin Avenue Warrandyte
peter@pgardiner.com
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“A long fuse gives time to reconsider.”
— Graeme Browne
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OVER THE HILLS

By JOCK MACNEISH

OVER
THEthings
HILLSchange...
The
more
We return to our roots and sift
through the Warrandyte Diary
archives to find how Warrandyte
has changed (or hasn’t at all) over
the past 50 years.

WE SEEK OUR SHARE OF
COUNCIL ‘CAKE’
Warrandyte Diary
P1 May 1971
This month Warrandyte Diary takes up
editorial cudgels on a live and topical
local issue.
Warrandyte ratepayers were surprised to
learn recently of the amount Doncaster
and Templestowe City Council has
contributed towards recreational facilities
at Park Orchards compared to Warrandyte.
Some residents are asking if there is any
truth in a report that council intends
spending something like $40,000 to
acquire land to further develop Domeney
Reserve at Park Orchards.
Warrandyte Diary understands that
council originally spent $20,000 to build
a hall and pavilion at Domeney Reserve.
Later, an additional $20,000 is said to have

By JOCK MACNEISH

been spent on extensions.
Residents are asking what council is doing
to provide similar facilities in Warrandyte.
Warrandyte Diary is sponsored by the
youth club, a rapidly growing and well
organised community project.
That’s why we are interested.
Let’s face it.
The Warrandyte Community Youth
Club is catering for more than 120 active
members each week.
Their cause cannot be ignored on these
figures.
When it was suggested a youth club be
formed in Warrandyte there were many
who “knocked” the idea.
But now that it is a success, a problem
lurks.
Our ex isting facilities are totally
inadequate.
The approach of winter will create further
difficulties.
And there are other local organisations
apart from the youth club, attempting
to cater for their members in totally
inadequate surroundings.
There is an urgent need for a community
centre in Warrandyte, catering not only for
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local
newsletter. Although it has developed over the years, it has retained
its strong community character, being produced mostly by volunteers
with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its
independent voice. The Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards
the people, environment and character of the place it serves. Its
monthly circulation is 3,500 copies and it is available in Warrandyte,
North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park,
Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground and Research.

the young, but also the elderly.
Cultural interests, too, could share in such
a venture.
Recently, organisations in Warrandyte
have been shown drawings and plans for
a proposed community centre.
How concrete are these plans?
Let’s hope council will do everything in
their power to make them a reality.
It is understood that land originally
available for a community centre in
Warrandyte has been reduced in size.
Perhaps council can enlarge on this
question.
There are many questions to be asked and
answered.

HOW DID THEY SUCCEED?
Why is Domeney Reserve a success?
Because:
• The people of Park Orchards worked
strenuously to achieve their aims.
• They ignored sectional interests.
• They had one aim only.
• And they backed their council
representatives all the way.
Their success was well deserved.
What about it Warrandyte?

WARRANDYTE

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8,000) is situated on the Yarra
River, some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked
hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became
the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established
its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river
valley. Around 1900, the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were
joined by a number of young painters who were founding the Australian
nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural
beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte has
been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression
of that spirit.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The Warrandyte Diary acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands
where Warrandyte now stands, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation,
and pays respect to their Elders — past, present and emerging — and
acknowledges the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people continue to play within our community.
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Readers are advised that the
Warrandyte Diary accepts no
responsibility for financial, health
or other claims published in
advertising in this newspaper.
Responsibility for election and
referendum comment in this
issue is accepted by James
Poyner.

NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published Monday, June 7, 2021.
Advertising and editorial copy closes Friday, May 28, 2021.
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Council push back against Christmas Hills land sale
By SANDI MILLER
THE NILLUMBIK Council meeting
in April considered a request by
Melbourne Water to make amendments
to the Nillumbik Planning Scheme to
facilitate the sale of land in Christmas
Hills.
As the Diary reported during the
community consultation phase in 2018,
Melbourne Water has determined
the proposed Watsons Creek Water
Catchment is not necessary and so is
seeking to subdivide and sell off the
land that has been set aside for that
project.
In its Land Use Survey, Melbourne
Water divided the land into 43 parcels,
which they seek to dispose of following
rezoning, of which 22 lots would be
below the minimum subdivision size
in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ).
Melbourne Water has indicated it
is also seeking to provide controls
on lots under the minimum lot size
and with significant vegetation/
bushfire constraints to prevent future
development.
Council is looking to ensure the
undersized blocks are unable to be built
on in the future.
However, Cr Karen Egan noted that
some people who purchased land in
the last land sale were caught by a
similar provision, when they purchased
the land expecting to build their dream
home in paradise, but then discovered
they were unable to obtain a building
permit.
She advocated for a community
education program around the sale
to ensure no one gets caught like that
again.
Councillors met with Melbourne
Water representatives in March for a
briefing about the requested changes
to the planning scheme.
The briefing raised several points
including traditional owners’ rights,
bushfire management, inappropriately
sized blocks, and the future of the
Mechanics Institute and tennis courts.
In a letter to Council on March 31,
Melbourne Water said the Mechanics
Hall and the tennis courts are currently
within Public Use Zone 1 (PUZ1).
“This zone cannot be retained on

the land due to the surplus nature of
the land with respect to Melbourne
Water’s ownership.
An alternate zone is required.”
The letter said the community has
indicated a desire to retain both the
Mechanics Institute Hall and the tennis
courts as publicly available assets.
“Melbourne Water has proposed to
facilitate this through the Masterplan
and rezoning which supports Council
purchase and ownership of this land
through application of the PUZ6
(Local Government).
However, if Council are unable to
purchase the land an alternate zoning
(not a public land zone) will be
required that still facilitates use by the
community.”
Melbourne Water then suggested the
Mechanics Institute Hall should come
within Rural Conservation zoning as
the property is privately owned.
At the April Council meeting,
representatives from Christmas Hills
Landcare, CFA and other groups used
public question time to request Council
meet with them about the land sale and
the impacts on the existing community.
Mayor Peter Perkins advised the
groups that Council would indeed
facilitate a future meeting with
the Christmas Hills community
representatives.
Deliberations were then made at
the April Ordinary Council Meeting
regarding Council’s role within the
divestment.
Sugarloaf Ward Councillor, Ben
Ramcharan moved a motion rejecting
the proposed amendments to the
planning scheme.
“We know the land is going to be
sold, it has to be sold, that is a fact and
what we need to do is work with the
Community, Melbourne Water, and
the Land Planning Service to limit the
impact of this on the local environment
and local community,” Cr Ramcharan
said.
The tennis courts were built using
bushfire relief funding and are very
well valued by the Christmas Hills
community, and are managed by a
committee of management and run as

Proposed subdivision plans following 2018 consultation.

a not-for-profit.
“It is about the community meeting
together in a community space,” said
Cr Ramcharan.
A spokesperson for the Christmas
Hills community, David Evans said
the tennis courts are already managed
by the Mechanic’s Hall committee,
and their hope is the courts could be
incorporated into a title that includes
the hall.
“The courts could not be gifted to the
committee as it is a private entity, so we
hope that the Council could be some
sort of intermediary in that respect.
The Council officer’s report noted
Melbourne Water’s proposal would
cause a huge impost on council in
facilitating often complex planning
applications, be a financial burden on
council with an increased population
requiring additional infrastructure,
such as roads, and highlighted the

additional work that CFA will need to
undertake in mitigation works.
Council unanimously voted on a
three-point motion.
That Council:
1. Does not support the proposed
amendment to the Nillumbik
Planning Scheme by Melbourne
Water to facilitate the divestment
of its land at Christmas Hills in
its current form for the reasons
identified in this report.
2. Authorises the Mayor to write to
the Minister for Planning and local
MPs requesting that the Christmas
Hills Tennis Courts be retained
by Melbourne Water or gifted to
Council in order to protect it as a
valuable community asset.
3. Directs officers to work with
councillors and the Christmas
Hills community to prepare
a submission to the future

A disaster waiting to happen
By SANDI MILLER
PEDESTRIANS are increasingly
reporting that they are fearing crossing
the road to access the bus stop in front
of the Warrandyte RSL.
Yarra Ward Councillor Carli Lange
has told the Diary she has — in the
space of one week — heard from five
residents regarding their fear for their
safety accessing the bus services.
She told the Diary the most common
complaint was that vision is impaired,
or completely blocked, by buses
parking in front of Lions Park, waiting
their turn to pick up passengers at the
bus stop.
“Residents are risking their lives
because they cannot see the oncoming
traffic,” said Cr Lange.
She said every time residents cross
at the designated pedestrian crossing,
to access the stop at the Warrandyte
bridge, “they are taking a ‘leap of faith’,
instead of an educated vision decision,
to cross Yarra Street, risking their safety

and lives to access their local bus stop”.
Local resident, David Wierzbowski
has made six submissions to council
since 2011 to review the unofficial bus
waiting zone, which, was given signage
and line markings following the bridge
upgrade.
“Over 10 years has passed and
approximately 260,000 buses have so
far used the makeshift terminus and
new bus zone on the north side of Yarra
Street near the Warrandyte bridge.
“Unnecessary risks continue as a
result of high-volume bus movements
in a confined area that is inappropriate
for this type of use.”
His submission highlights the narrow
path beside the bus zone is not wide
enough to allow pedestrians to dodge
buses that often encroach into the
walkway as they enter.
Mr Wierzbowski’s latest submission
noted that since the completion of
the Lions Park, buses are seen to
frequently park in front of the ramp

designed for the elderly, prams, and
wheelchairs.
“Having bus movements at this
location is extremely dangerous and
discriminatory to these sections of the
community.”
He also notes that having a wall of
buses overlooking the park, often
with their motors left running for up
to an hour at a time, detracts from
the amenity of the new park, and the
parked buses obscure drivers and
pedestrians’ vision when trying to
navigate the busy intersection.
“Having a bus here at all, dramatically
compromises sightlines into the
roundabout, heading east and north
onto the bridge,” he said.
Mr Wierzbowski suggests the 906
buses should travel farther along Yarra
Street before turning around, or to use
the space in front of the Library as a
waiting bay.
Cr Lange is advocating on behalf
of the community to Manningham

Council, asking them to step in “to
contact the Department of Transport
to request all buses travelling through
Warrandyte wait elsewhere instead of
along the car parking and pedestrian
access to Lions Park, which blocks
pedestrian vision to cross the road as
they access the commuter and school
bus stop.”

Industrial, Commercial, Domestic

DAMIEN NOTT

0438 537 773

Call Damien for a quote on 0438 537 773, 9844 2287

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber
BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

Government Land Planning Service
Advisory Committee process in
consideration of the proposed
amendment.
The motion will, in effect, remove
Council from overseeing the planning
scheme amendment and will see them
only as a submitter to the Government
Land Planning Service Advisory
Committee (GLPSAC).
However, Council has agreed to
advocate on behalf of the Christmas
Hills Community during any future
consultation.
Doug Evans told the Diary the
community was happy that the Council
chose not to support Melbourne
Water’s proposal.
“We hope we can find a position
both Council and the community
can support and speak together with
one voice when GLPSAC have their
submission phase.”
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Declining birth rate hits local services
By SANDI MILLER
THE MATERNAL Health Centre
in Taroona Avenue closed without
fanfare in late 2019 and the facility has
now been put up for lease.
Angelo Kourambas, Director City
Planning and Community told the
Diary the Warrandyte service was a
single-nurse centre and the space did
not allow for two or more nurses to be
in attendance.
He said contemporary maternal child
health practice in Victoria is moving
away from single-nurse centres to
improve professional support and
appointment time options for parents.
“Existing clients and new parents
now have the option to go to the Deep
Creek or Tunstall Maternal Child
Health Centres, which provide a
wider range of appointment times and
increased nurse availability”.

Nillumbik residents can still access
the Maternal Health Service in the
North Warrandyte Family Centre.
Ni l l u m b i k ’s C h i e f E x e c u t i v e
Officer Carl Cowie assured the Diary
Nillumbik Shire Council is continuing
to operate its North Warrandyte clinic.
“The Shire is in fact, currently
experiencing a baby boom and we are
continually monitoring the services
across the Shire to ensure they best
meet the needs of our community.
In Manningham however, Yarra
Ward has seen a declining birth rate,
which has halved since 2010/11.
The total combined births for Wonga
Park, Park Orchards and Warrandyte
was 129 births in 2010/11 compared
to just 61 births in 2018/19.
This declining birth rate may impact
our local schools in the coming years.
Manningham still has four maternal
and child health centres, these include

the Deep Creek centre in Doncaster
East, the Doncaster centre at MC
Square, a centre in Templestowe Lower
and the Tunstall centre in Doncaster
East.
The Deep Creek centre also provides
after-hours appointments for parents.
Mr Kourambas said all Manningham
families are contacted within the first
two weeks of the birth of their baby.
“Our maternal child health nurses
will visit new parents at their home,
regardless of which suburb they live
in,” he said.
Parents then have the choice of
which of Manningham’s four Maternal
and Child Health Centres they
attend for their key “age and stage”
appointments, which happen from
two weeks of age through to 3.5 years.
All first-time parents are invited to
join a first-time parent group.
Due to Coronavirus restrictions,

Manningham parent group sessions
are being held at the Doncaster
Maternal and Child Health Centre at
MC Square.
Social distancing requirements have
limited capacity at local venues for
group meetings.
All immunisation sessions are also
currently being run at MC Square due
to COVID-19 density restrictions.
Once these restrictions are lifted,
it is anticipated that Council-run
immunisation sessions will return
to Warrandyte Community Hall in
Taroona Avenue.
Mr Kourambas said Maternal and
Child Health nurses provide a range
of community support information
and can refer families to local services
such as early childhood services,
local activity groups, toy libraries and
community centres, and programs.
Mr Cowie said Nillumbik Council

have offered support for parents
unable to travel to the Manningham
centres.
“We will liaise with Manningham
Council and, where resources allow,
will provide support to its affected
clients.”
For more information on
maternal and child health services,
visit : manningham.vic.g ov.au/
maternal-and-child-health-service.
An expression of interest process is
currently open for community groups
and organisations looking to use the
former maternal and child health
centre space at 10 Taroona Avenue in
Warrandyte.
Expressions of interest close on
Friday, May 14, 2021.
For more information, visit
manningham.vic.gov.au/eoitaroona-avenue

Festival brings us “together again” this October
By CHERIE MOSELEN
IT IS WITH huge enthusiasm that
Warrandyte Festival Committee has
recently been discussing the return of
its much-loved local weekend.
Warrandyte’s unique festival has
enjoyed a proud history, dependably
entertaining and celebrating the local
community since 1977.
Life, of late, has been utterly
transformed due to Coronavirus, with
many organisations now having to
“reimagine” day-to-day activities and
one-off events.
Because the untimely emergence of
Coronavirus brings with it the horror of
cancellation, the when, what, and how
of staging a large event needs careful
consideration.

The option to crank up a full festival
weekend later this year, then attempt
to pull that off again in March 2022 is
an effort even beyond these committed
volunteers.
They are good, those festival-partypeople, but not that good — but there
will be a celebration this year.
Warrandyte: Together Again will be
staged at Stiggants Reserve from Friday
evening, October 22 through Saturday,
October 23 only — there will be no
Sunday activities.
Festivities kick off on Friday night
with a short-film extravaganza.
Seating will be suitably spaced, so
tickets will be limited — you will need
to get yours quick once they go online.
Saturday will feature a solid music
programme: kids’ and community

choirs and the full thrust of an epic
Battle of the Bands.
Two major acts will play the Main
Stage between 7pm and 10pm on
Saturday night.
Front-of-stage real estate will be
prime seating, so don’t forget your
picnic blankets (although there will
be limited takeaway food and drink
for purchase).
There will be dedicated fun for the
kids: circus activities and the like.
And there is a wee rumour that
“light magician” Hugh McSpedden is
planning something special.
Anyone that has had the privilege
of seeing one of Hugh’s “spectacles”
won’t want to miss that.
Service providers will, as usual,
showcase their range of opportunities

Community Bank
Warrandyte

Bank Local
When you choose to bank with Bendigo Bank, good things happen
in your community.
Like the care of our RSL's garden and ANZAC Day livestream.
And when you belong to one of Australia’s biggest banks, good
things happen with your banking too.
Feel good about who you bank with.
Find out more. Call 9844 2233 or search Bendigo Bank
Warrandyte.

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited ABN 11 068 049 178, AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 237879 A1389134, OUT_2027502,
28/04/2021
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a n d t h e i nv o l v e m e n t o f l o c a l
community fundraising stalls will be
welcomed.
More details of what’s on offer will
unfold as preparation for October
develops, so keep a lookout in the
Diary for updates.
A fully gold-plated edition of
Warrandyte Festival — with favourites

like the parade, billycart derby and
duck race — is on the agenda for
March 2022.
In the meantime, festival organisers
are working hard on getting everyone
together again.
So, tell all your friends and we will see
you in October, Warrandyte!
We’ve missed you.
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Path to confusion Get the buzz on World Bee Day
By JAMES POYNER
NEW PLANS for the Taroona Avenue
shared path are being advertised until
May 12.
The shared path, linking HeidelbergWarrandyte Road to Taroona Reserve,
along Taroona Avenue was originally
advertised in 2018, for completing in
early 2019 but then the project was
delayed.
The original plan involved an asphalt
path with a kerb running the length
of Taroona Avenue, except for a small
section of boardwalk near the small
oval.
The updated plan is a shared
pedestrian/bicycle path running the
length of Taroona Avenue, separated
from the road by kerb and channel
with the path crossing over Taroona
Avenue at First Street.
While infrastructure development
that makes walking and cycling around
Warrandyte safer, and potentially
encouraging more to grab our bicycle
helmets instead of our car keys is
welcomed, the new plans do seem
overkill, given, with the exception of

market weekend and home sports
matches, traffic along Taroona Avenue
is relatively light.
Nearby residents contacted the
Diary after finding the advertised
notice difficult to read and the online
documentation confusing.
The D air y contacted council
for clarification, asking three key
questions:
1. The new shared path seems out
of character for Warrandyte and
overkill – given the amount of traffic
on Taroona Avenue. Why has the
plan changed from a boardwalk to
a gentrified shared bike path?
2. Has the advertising period been
extended?
3. Members of the community are
confused about which trees are
being removed. Can the planning
department supply the list of trees
(their reference number as per the
planning application will suffice)
that will be removed.
As we go to print, Council is yet to
respond.

By SANDI MILLER
IN SUPPORT of United Nations’ World
Bee Day, the Rotary Club of Eltham
is conducting a community program
to increase public awareness of bees.
The program explores:
• Their importance to agriculture
and the environment;
• the global decline in bee
populations;
• the countermeasures available,
and;
• how we can all help develop a bee
friendly environment through
plant selections and habitat
initiatives.
Alan Field, Eltham Rotary’s Director
Environment and Sustainability has
invited Diary readers to visit the
Rotary stall in Eltham Town Square on
Thursday, May 20 and Saturday, May
22 between 10am and 3pm, or at the
Eltham Farmers Market on Sunday,
May 23 between 8am and 1pm (next
to Heidi Honey) where they can pick
up some interesting bee information
on these fascinating and valuable
creatures.

The trouble with traffic
opinion
By JAMES POYNER
A WEEKDAY WALK down the main
street of Warrandyte in late afternoon
feels like a trip back to 2018 at the
moment.
The Fitzsimons Lane upgrade has
enraged a large section of the Eltham
community due to Major Road
Projects Victoria’s (MRPV) lack of
sensitivity to the community’s protest
about the damage the project will do
to local amenity and the areas sense
of identity, and this project is now
having a direct impact Warrandyte’s
way-of-life.
Like a bad flashback, we once again
find ourselves faced with 2.2km traffic
jams as motorists desperately try to
avoid Fitzsimons Lane congestion
by crossing the Yarra River in
Warrandyte.
But this is not a simple case of
motorists trying to avoid one problem
and, inadvertently, creating another.
Members of the Eltham Life 3095
Facebook group have been reporting
it has been taking 45 minutes just to
get through the Fitzsimons Lane/
Main Street roundabout.
And the impact of the project is
beyond the congestion.

As we go to print locals are out
protesting the destruction of the
landscape in the precinct, as the next
section of trees is removed to make
way for extra lanes.
Let’s face it, our suburbs are
congested, and it is going to remain
that way for a very long time.
Tips for surviving the congestion
As the project progresses, there will
be long periods of traffic disruption
and detours, including night works
each week night from May 15 to late
June.
It is advisable to sign up for project
and alerts from MRPV via their email
and SMS service: roadprojects.vic.
gov.au/subscribe
An alternative may be to re-start
using public transport.
A train journey from Eltham to
Flinders Street takes around 45
minutes, and PT V estimate the
equivalent journey, from Ringwood,
takes just 41 minutes.
The 364 bus links Warrandyte to
Ringwood, and 578 and 579 link
Warrandyte to Eltham.
Cycling to Ringwood or Eltham may
also be an option, journey time by
bike is between 45–60 minutes.
The 906 bus also runs direct from
Warrandyte to the CBD and takes
about 72 minutes during peak times.

Travelling within Warrandyte?
It is around 1.6kms from Taroona
Avenue to Warrandyte Bridge along
the river path which, on most days, is
a pleasant walk and takes between 20
and 45 minutes (depending on your
walking pace).
Cycling is also a great option to get
around the Village.
With the Fitzsimons Lane upgrade
still in its early stages and works on the
North East Link still in development,
traffic is likely to get worse before it
gets better.
Most of our current congestion is
likely caused by commuters who do
not live in Warrandyte.
If residents are able to choose their
feet, or bike, or public transport
instead of their car, perhaps we can
make a very small difference to the
traffic, or at least make our own
journeys a little more pleasant.

Edendale Farm are joining in the Bee
Day festivities, The Practical Beekeeper
will run a “Backyard Beekeeping”
workshop at Edendale Farm at 4pm
on Saturday, May 22 or you can check
out their range of bee-friendly plants.
Bookings via www.edendale.vic.
gov.au/Home
Around Warrandyte, there is always
an opportunity to visit Friends of
Warrandyte State Park to find beefriendly plants, tips on building a bee
hotel, or find out about some of the

1,700 species of native bees.
Look out for FOWSP’s pamphlet on
native bees.
FOWSP nursery is adjacent to the
Pound Bend Rangers Station, Pound
Bend Road, Warrandyte, and is open
for plant sales from April to November,
every Thursday, 9:30am to 12:30pm
and the first Saturday of every month,
9am to 2pm.
Further details and updates are
available at www.rotaryeltham.org.au

Nillumbik
Sugarloaf Ward
report:
Small wins
council notes

By CR. BEN RAMCHARAN
ALREADY AN eighth of the way
through my first term on Council, it’s
time to reflect on the small wins we’ve
made on council and the bigger wins
that are ahead.
Community meetings
Cr Frances Eyre and I held our
first community meeting together in
Research.
Thank you to the Research CFA
for being so accommodating and to
everyone in the community who came
down to have your say.
The valuable input we received
will go towards the development of a
township plan for Research.
My next community meeting will
be in North Warrandyte so stay tuned
for details.
NBN
I’ve been talking to NBN Co
about how we can improve internet
connections across Sugarloaf Ward.
Please let me know if you’re having
problems with your NBN and I’ll pass
this on.
Youth Council
As Nillumbik’s youngest ever
councillor, it was an honour to be
involved in the first meeting of the
Nillumbik Youth Council on April 12.
Congratulations to our new Youth
Mayor, Fieke van der Kamp and
our new Youth Deputy Mayor, Jack
Linehan.
Fill dumping
We love our Green Wedge and this
council is committed to protecting it,
which is why we’re introducing new
regulations to limit fill dumping in
Green Wedge areas.

After Amendment C131 passes, you
will need a permit to dump more
than 100 cubic metres of fill on any
property.
Head to the Participate Nillumbik
website and click the link to
Amendment C131 to have your say on
this important amendment.
Nillumbik’s Artbeat
We’ re c u r re nt l y a c c e p t i n g
community input on our Arts and
Culture Strategy, which will soon be
up for review.
Head to the Participate Nillumbik
website to have your say online
or find out about one of the focus
group sessions we’re holding across
Nillumbik.
Wildlife-friendly fencing
Fencing can have a devastating
impact on wildlife, which is why our
local law review will be investigating
ways to regulate fencing to protect our
precious wildlife.
Under the current proposal, existing
fencing can stay but any new fencing
will need to meet certain standards,
which may include restricting the use
of barbed wire and ringlock fencing,
controls on fencing height, gaps in
fencing to allow wildlife through and
materials to make fencing more visible
to wildlife.
We still need to do more research and
consultation on this but when we’re
done, this exciting move will save lives.
Down the track, after we’ve created
this local law, we can investigate other
measures such as incentives for people
to replace or upgrade existing fencing
and fact sheets on the impact that
fencing can have.
Roads
With a growing list of road issues in
North Warrandyte, including regular
truck crashes on Research-Warrandyte
Road and other incidents on Kangaroo
Ground-Warrandyte Road, I’m in the
process of arranging a meeting with
the Department of Transport so I can
raise our traffic issues with them and
ask for action.
Please contact me if there are any
traffic or road safety issues that you
want to see addressed in Nillumbik.
This article was written by Cr. Ben
Ramcharan and does not reflect the
official position of Nillumbik Council.
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Residents rate Council in annual survey
By SUSAN FOREMAN
NILLUMBIK Council conducted
satisfaction surveys in early 2021
to gauge residents’ opinion of its
performance.
The results were presented to the
April council meeting and have been
released to the public via the Council’s
website.
The Annual Community Survey,
which is designed to measure
community satisfaction with a range
of council services, facilities and
activities, was conducted in February
by Metropolis Research.
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the
survey was conducted by telephone
with 500 randomly selected residents
instead of the traditional face-to-face
interviews.
The challenges of COVID-19 have
been reflected in the survey results,
with the overall satisfaction with
Council performance dropping slightly

by 1.5 per cent compared with last
year’s result.
H o w e v e r, C o u n c i l ’s o v e r a l l
performance remains higher than
the long-term average since the first
survey was conducted in 2011.
Mayor Peter Perkins said the results
of the survey were an important tool to
help Council to identify what services
were working well and areas that need
attention.
“There are definitely improvements
we can make and we will now be
working hard to address those issues
identified by our community,” Cr
Perkins said.
“I thank the residents who took the
time to participate in this survey and
provide this critical feedback.”
The top issues for residents were traffic
management, roads maintenance and
repairs, bushfire management and
prevention, building, planning and
development and rates.

The importance of all Council
services and facilities increased,
however satisfaction decreased.
The services residents were most

satisfied with were libraries, children’s
services and green waste collection.
The excellent result for the green
waste service follows Council’s roll-out
of a larger weekly green waste bin for
residents in July last year.
Libraries continued to operate
during the COVID-19 restrictions
with a click and collect service while
Nillumbik Maternal and Child Health
nurses continued critical consultations
with infants and young children.
Planning services, which went
completely online in 2020, also
received its best results and first
increase in resident satisfaction in
three years.
Nillumbik Council’s customer service
continues to rate higher than the
Melbourne metro average, however
there was a decrease in satisfaction in
this survey.
Residents were also asked how their
households were coping with the

impacts of COVID-19 in relation to
their financial, physical and mental
health and wellbeing.
On average, residents felt they were
coping relatively strongly, rating their
financial wellbeing slightly higher than
their physical wellbeing followed by
their mental health and wellbeing.
The report stated Council intend
to return to the more effective, doorto-door methodology in the future
“because the telephone interview
methodology does not engender
the same level of confidence in the
process by the community as the more
interactive and personal face-to-face
interview methodology”.
The complete results of the 2021
Annual Community Survey can be
found on the council’s website.
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/Council/
Council-news-and-publications/
Annual-Community-SatisfactionSurvey

Community voice leads Council’s strategic planning
By SUSAN FOREMAN
MANNINGHAM Council officially
endorsed a new Community Vision for
2040 and recommendations designed
and developed by its Community
Panel at April’s Ordinary Council
Meeting.
Manningham Mayor, Cr Andrew
C o n l o n s a i d i t wa s i mp o r t a nt
to highlight the occasion as it
demonstrates our community’s voice
and desires.
“Some key features of the Community
Panel’s recommendations include
sustainability, biodiversity and
advocacy for environmental issues,”
Cr Conlon said.
“These recommendations support
much of the work Council is already
doing and demonstrates a strong
alignment in values between Council
and community.”
The recommendations will now
be used to inform the strategic
documents of Council and the
aspirational Community Vision
will guide Councillors and Council
officers.”
The new Community Vision is:
Manningham is a peaceful, inclusive

and safe community.
We celebrate life with its diverse
cu ltu re, w i l dlif e and natu ral
environment.
We are resilient and value sustainable
and healthy living, a sense of
belonging, and respect for one
another.
“It’s now time for us to embed all 12
recommendations into our planning
so key activities that our community
have asked us to do can be actioned,”
Cr Conlon said.
Manningham’s community panel is
made up of members that represent a
cross-section of our community.
The panel was formed and met
during March to discuss a range of
topics and provide recommendations
to Council that will play a crucial role
shaping our Council Plan, Asset Plan,
and Financial Plan.
Panel recommendations
The panel put forward 12
re c o m m e n d at i o n s w h i c h w e re
reviewed by Council and, with some
minor amendments, were supported
by Council.
The original recommendations were
published in the April WD Bulletin, the

WD Bulletin catch-up

adopted versions are as follows:
1. Plan for new developments
responsibly.
Maintain principles of protecting
our environment, green and
open space, environmentally
sustainable (through use of
materials) and maintaining a
balance of city and country.
2. Consider core principles of
biodiversity and protecting
wildlife in all that we do.
3. Provide ways for people to
connect:
• Between and with young and
older people, in the physical/
built environment and online,
deliver events, festivals, markets
and activities,
• provide infrastructure (paths,
trails, street furniture),
• accessible transport options.
4. Plan for equitable and accessible
services and infrastructure for
prominent issues, such as mental
health and social isolation:
• Council to consider the specific
identified needs of all our
community.

• Decision making on evidencebased data on population
growth, trends, and community
input.
5. Celebrate and promote our arts
and culture to support a healthy
community and local economy.
6. Expand or better utilise our
current facilities (e.g. stadiums) or
spaces (e.g. reserves), or develop
new facilities. These facilities to
become community hubs, with
activities and events for all.
7. Partner, support, develop
relationships with library,
community groups,
neighbourhood houses,
volunteering groups to deliver on
outcomes.
8. Educational and awareness
programs/workshops/classes
(environment, mental health,
family violence, for our CALD
[Culturally and Linguistically
Diverse] community, skills
sharing) to support a connected
and healthy community and
waste management, compost,
climate changes and biodiversity.

9. Communications/marketing/
advertising to support awareness
of initiatives/services/activities/
programs (particularly local) to
connect our community and on
the environment.
10. Advocate to government and
business on environmental
issues.
11. Support local businesses
(particularly where they
demonstrate alignment with our
community values, provide
services to the community, or are
partnering with local community
organisations and services).
12. Council to measure and
demonstrate success of its
services, and achievement
of social, environmental and
economic outcomes against
community need.
Set targets and report back on
progress.
The full response to the
recommendations is included in the
Council minutes, visit manningham.
vic.gov.au/council-meeting-27april-2021

Catch up with important news and events from across
Manningham and Nillumbik with the WD Bulletin, Warrandyte
Diary’s newest publication.
Visit www.warrandytediary.com.au/bulletin for your copy.

Inaugrual Nillumbik Youth Council appointed
By SANDI MILLER
NILLUMBIK’S youth have a new voice
with the appointment of the inaugural Nillumbik Youth Council which
met for the first time during April.
The 15 members of the Youth Council
are Taj Andreetta, Joseph Bowman,
Cavan Cartwright, Bailey Cumming,
Orianna Edmonds, Kirra Imbriano,
Imogen Jaques, Brianne Keogh,
Maali Kerta-Rice, Maverick Knight,
Jack Linehan, Katie O’Brien, Indiana
Sandwell, Fieke van der Kamp, and
Lachlan Wadsworth.
Fieke van der Kamp (pictured top
row, third from left) has been elected
the first Youth Mayor and Jack Linehan
(front row, second from right) the first
Youth Deputy Mayor.
Aged 15 to 25 years, the Youth
Councillors are passionate about their
community and will represent the
views, ideas and needs of young people.
Youth Mayor Fieke van der Kamp
said she wanted to make a difference
in the community and the new Youth
Council would help achieve lasting
positive change.
“I’m passionate about the
environment and reversing climate
change, and also about allowing others
to find, do and have access to whatever
they are passionate about, whether it
be art, music, drama, sport or nature,”
she said.
“The most beautiful things happen
when people do what they are
passionate about.”

Nillumbik Mayor Peter Perkins
congratulated the inaugural members
on their appointment.
“I’m really pleased we now a Youth
Council which will advocate on behalf
of the young people of Nillumbik,” Cr
Perkins said.
“I look forward to working with you all
and hearing your ideas on how we can
best support our youth.”
Cr Ben Ramcharan, who is the
Councillor representative on the
committee, said he was excited to
appoint a Youth Council.
“I’m 25 years old, I was 24 when
elected.
“As a young person, I know that young
people today have a lot to worry about
from rising house prices to the issue of
climate change,” Cr Ramcharan said.
“It’s critical we listen to young people
and give them a voice.
“I would like to thank everyone who
nominated, we could only accept 15,
but the unsuccessful applicants will
have other opportunities to be involved
with Council.”
Over the next 12 months the young
people will be meeting fortnightly and
working collaboratively to design and
implement a youth engagement process
that will seek to understand key issues
and opportunities for young people in
Nillumbik.
They will then take the key findings
from that engagement process and codevelop a Youth Strategy that identifies
key priority areas for youth in Nillumbik.

Members of Nillumbik Youth Council with Cr Ben Ramcharan (centre)
and Acting Chief Executive Officer Vince Lombardi (top right)
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Community puts Country Club in the crosshairs
By JAMES POYNER
OUTRAGE and immediate action from
the local community and local wildlife
protection groups brought about a
stay-of-execution for the kangaroos
at Heritage Golf and Country Club, on
Tuesday, April 27.
With mere hours’ notice, owners of
properties adjacent to the golf club on
the edge of Wonga Park were informed
a kangaroo cull would take place on
the grounds that evening.
This information was immediately
shared on various community group
and wildlife protection social media
pages.
The information was shared widely,
Warrandyte Diary has recorded 221
comments across 27 shares of its post
with many comments expressing
distaste at the advertised action,
there was also some debate around
the issues of dealing with wildlife
populations, as Melbourne’s suburban
growth continues to place settlements
in wildlife territory or push populations
into green wedge areas.
The Heritage Golf and Country Club’s
own Facebook page received 838
comments on their most recent post
with people protesting the kangaroo
cull.
Local wildlife protection group Save
the Kinley Kangas (STKK) mounted
an on-site protest, on the evening
of Tuesday, April 27 and through
combined community action were
able to postpone the cull.
A fur ther demonstration was
scheduled for Wednesday, April 28
but this was called off at the last
minute when demonstrators were able
to get assurances the cull would be
postponed for the time being.
STKK is a team of highly skilled
veterinary and wildlife experts that
mobilised with the community
in response to a proposed cull of
the kangaroo mob on the Kinley
development in Lilydale.
The Diar y spoke with STKK
representative Alyssa Wormald.
“We worked collaboratively with
the developer to produce a high-level
relocation proposal for the Kinley
kangaroos, based on proven bestpractice methodology,” she said.
Ms Wormald told the Diary they
had heard about the Heritage Golf
Course cull, via social media, at 2pm
that afternoon and that the cull was
a financial decision and not about
population control.
Ms Wormald also informs the Diary
that while the cull is temporarily
postponed, the kangaroos are still
at risk.

PHOTO SUPPLIED

Protesters stage late-night action

“Our understanding is that this is a
poorly considered financial move to
sell the carcasses for pet food.
“According to long term residents
and staff, the kangaroos cause no
trouble and are beloved by locals and
guests alike.”
“7 News reported the General
Manager of the Club intends to go
ahead with the cull as soon as they can.
“We hope to convince them that it
would be a great PR move to cancel
the cull and show they are a club that
respects wildlife and the community by
working with us to resolve any genuine
issues with the kangaroos,” she said.
The Diary also asked the group about
how the response would have played
out if notice had been days or even
weeks in advance.
“It’s deeply concerning that culls are
allowed to go ahead with so little notice
and no community consultation.
“It is extremely distressing to the
many people who care about these
local mobs.
“If we had known about it in advance,
we could have reached out to the club
to provide our assistance pro-bono.
“We could have worked together
towards a really positive outcome for
all involved.
“As it is, we have offered our services to
the club but we have had no response,
possibly because they have been

bombarded with communications
from concerned community members.
“It is essential that wildlife be
considered in future planning,
preserving habitat and green corridors
wherever possible.”
The Diary then asked Alyssa about
how we manage wildlife in the face of
suburban development.
“If wildlife cannot be adequately
accommodated, relocation must be
the next step.
“The State Government has an
outdated resistance to the relocation
of kangaroos based on flawed research.
“We know experts like ours can safely
and humanely relocate kangaroos and
this should always be the first option.
“The government makes it extremely
difficult to gain approval to move
native macropods yet there are no
restrictions on moving introduced
farm animals that are environmentally
damaging.
“It is non-sensical,” she said.
The Diary also reached out to
Heritage Golf and Country Club for
comment but are yet to receive a
response.
STKK report that they have negotiated
a cease-fire while talks take place to
find a solution.
The Diary continues to monitor the
situation.

Resident roo at Heritage Golf Course

Catch up with important news and events from across
Manningham and Nillumbik with the WD Bulletin, Warrandyte
Diary’s newest publication.
Visit www.warrandytediary.com.au/bulletin for your copy.
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Calls for Jumping Creek underpass to save wildlife
By SANDI MILLER
THE APRIL Warrandyte Diary featured
a letter from resident Jeanette Killeen
regarding the plight of wildlife along
Jumping Creek Road, where she has
witnessed many animals falling victim
to road strike along that stretch of road
each week.
Manningham Councillor, Carli Lange
is advocating for solutions.
“Wildlife killed along Jumping Creek
Road is becoming a regular weekly
occurrence.
“Not only is wildlife continually
killed along this road due to speeding
drivers, but the traffic noise is also
disturbing residents and delinquent
driving behaviour is increasing too,”
she said.
With increased speed, there is
increased risk of human fatalities if
motorists hit a large animal like a
wombat or a kangaroo, or if drivers
veer into oncoming traffic to avoid
colliding with wildlife.
Neil Hordern, a member of the
Jumping Creek Road reference panel
sent an open letter to Manningham
Council following the death of a

wombat and her joey near the Jumping
Creek bridge where the reference
panel have been appealing for an
underpass.
“Our poor wombats whilst battling
loss of habitat, mange and other
threats keep getting killed at the same
place, on what seems an increasing
frequency,” he said.
Katja Gutwein, is a volunteer
wildlife carer who works on mange
management in wombats.
She discovered the recently deceased
animal and stopped to check her
pouch.
“I found a little joey’s arm poking
out of the pouch, but unfortunately it
didn’t make it either.
“It was a horrible situation to come
to and I’ve been dreading using this
road since I became a resident of
Wonga Park two years ago, due to the
carnage of the wombats and other
wildlife like wallabies at this section
of road,” she said.
Katja said it is often healthy wombats
being run over, “not the ones with
mange we are fighting so hard for to
get back to health again”.

The Jumping Creek Road Community
Reference Panel has been agitating
for an animal underpass to run
underneath the bridge.
Commonly, a large concrete drainage
pipe is installed under the road for use
by wombats, wallabies and echidnas.
Katja provided the photo of an
underpass in Tasmania “showing
wombat paw prints as evidence that
they are using it”.
Katja and the other wildlife carers in
her network have asked for immediate
action by Council.
“Stop this appalling and unnecessary
carnage on this road,” she said.
Mange Management Inc are calling
for an urgent motion by council to get
the underpass approved.
“We are living in such a beautiful
part of the world and need to protect
it, especially in light of numbers of
wombats decreasing at a rapid pace
due to roadkill, mange and loss of
habitat”.
Cr Lange is also calling for increased
police patrols of Jumping Creek Road
to deter speeding and other dangerous
driving.

PHOTO SUPPLIED

Maria Island wombat footprints in a concrete pipe
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The fantastical flying Macneishs
Diar y cartoonist JOCK
MACNEISH is not only a
great cartoonist, he can weave
a good story too.
The last time we ran one of
Jock’s stories, he had returned
home to Scotland, to — along
with his two brothers — track
down George Orwell’s lost
motorcycle, abandoned on the
Isle of Jura, near where 1984
was originally penned.
This time, as another Macneish
are takes to the skies, Jock
recounts where the family’s
aviation adventures all began.
“Cousin Kath”, was an early
aviatrix, and a colleague of
the first woman in the world
to hold a commercial pilot’s
licence, which leads us on an
adventure encompassing the
history of flight and continuing
a very long family tradition.

IT’S NEARLY 100 years since Tommy
Macneish’s great-grandfather’s cousin
took to the skies in a De Havilland
Gypsy Moth.One of the first women
to fly in Scotland, “Cousin Kath” was
a colleague of Winnie Drinkwater,
the first woman in the world to hold a
commercial pilot’s licence.
They both flew with the Scottish
Flying Club at Renfrew Aerodrome,
and both lived well into their 80s.
Kath took this photo(below left) at
Renfrew in 1929 and wrote on the back:
“I took this at 500 feet while circling
the ‘drome and had to let the old
bus wallow about while working the
camera”.
40 years later, Jock Macneish began
flying lessons at Lilydale airport, and
later flew may excursions around
Australia and Papua New Guinea, in
many different planes.
His favourite aircraft was his beloved
Condor Ultralight, which caused no
end of concern to his friends and
family.
Although it was basically airworthy,
it wasn’t exactly the safest way to get
from A to B.
Following in the family tradition,
Jock’s sons Edward and Paul both

trained as private pilots and they too
experienced the joys and terrors of
trifling with the laws of gravity.
Eddy attained his private pilot’s
licence at Lilydale, and flew many
hours with the ultralight stable at
Penfield.
Paul has been a bit more adventurous,
in addition to more conventional
a i rc ra f t h e h a s e m b ra c e d t h e
stimulating worlds of ultralights, hang
gliding, sky diving and parasailing.
Fortunately, he is still with us.
In December 2003, commemorating
100 years since the Wright Brothers
first flew, Paul re-enacted their four
short flights totalling just 411 metres.
His ultralight completed the feat in
half the time that Orville and Wilbur
took, their “Wright Flier” cruised along
at less than 11km/h.
Now, young Tommy Macneish is the
latest pilot in the clan to have “slipped
the surly bonds of earth and danced
the skies on laughter-silvered wings,”
( to quote the legendary John Gillespie
Magee ).
Still only sixteen, he flew solo out of
Lilydale Airport last month in a Piper
Warrior.
Must be something in the genes.
Let’s hope we all live well into our 80s.
Happy landings.

DH 60 Gypsy Moth

Jock’s Condor

Eddy Macneish with “Floyd’ at Penfield Airport

Paul with daughter Marion at Karang Airstrip

RECYCLE &
UPCYCLE SALE
Saturday 29th May
10am – 12pm
At Warrandyte Uniting Church,
cnr Taroona Ave & West End Rd

RECYCLE

Bring your items to be recycled & reused - TVs, CDs,
DVDs, bicycles, ink cartridges, phones, glasses, stamps,
fabric, wool, corks, craft items, buttons, batteries, bras,
light globes, business clothes, warm clothes, blankets,
toothbrushes, toothpaste tubes and more.

UPCYCLE

Huge range of goods for sale – furniture, books, clothing
and heaps of other pre-loved treasures.
Nab a cheap bargain and save our landfill.
www.riverflow.com.au or call Ken on 0407 839 718

Riverflow Recycling, a peace project of Warrandyte Uniting
Church in collaboration with WarrandyteCAN

Warrandyte-Arts-Event-2021-A2.indd 1

29/4/21 9:27 am
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Climate change plan
green edge
By JEFF CRANSTON
WarrandyteCAN

IN LATE JANUARY last year, while
bushfires were continuing to devastate
different par ts of the countr y,
Manningham Council unanimously
passed a resolution at its monthly
council meeting to acknowledge the
climate emergency and develop an
emergency response plan.
As Council has explained, it had been
working for some time to reduce its own
emissions and support the community
to live more sustainably; and it saw the
declaration as empowering it to further
accelerate those efforts and incorporate
climate change considerations in all
future strategies, decisions and actions.
Moreover, in the last half of 2019,
WarrandyteCAN had approached
Manningham Council calling for the
declaration of a climate emergency
and development of a comprehensive
plan for addressing the emergency at
municipal level.
During 2020, the COVID-19 crisis
impeded Council’s progress on the
emergency response plan, but at the
start of this year, WarrandyteCAN
wrote to Councillors to follow up on
development of the plan and to suggest
a meeting to discuss.
A meeting was arranged for early
March through the Mayor’s office,

although unfortunately the Mayor was
unable to attend as he was interstate.
We met with Councillors Chen,
Lange, Lightbody, Laura Mayne
and Stephen Mayne, along with
the Director City Services, Rachelle
Quattrocchi.
At that meeting, Council advised that
it was treating this matter as a priority
and developing an action plan.
They also told us that a proposed
plan and covering report would be
prepared and presented to council
for its consideration before broader
consultation with the Manningham
community.
Council also indicated that, as part of
its usual practice, it engages with other
organisations to share knowledge and
review other plans developed by other
councils.
There was discussion about what the
ultimate objective of the Manningham
plan should be.
WarrandyteCAN raised the question
whether Manningham Council’s
objective should just relate to its own
operations or to the community as a
whole.
WarrandyteCAN’s preference is
for the latter, so we advocated this
position and mentioned Moreland
Council’s aim of becoming a zerocarbon community by 2040.
In the course of the meeting, ideas
were exchanged about measures
that might conceivably be covered by
Manningham’s plan.
WarrandyteCAN supported:
• Possible measures to increase the
uptake of electric vehicles, increase
the number of charging stations in
Manningham, and set up electric
car share schemes (e.g. in large
apartment buildings);
• increasing the uptake of solar
energy throughout Manningham
given the relatively low proportion

of residences in Manningham with
solar panels;
• building on the collaboration
between councils in the interests of
more effective waste management
and reducing waste, and;
• increasing the extent of tree
coverage and other cooling and
greening measures currently being
taken by the Council.
As we indicated at the meeting,
WarrandyteCAN sees great value in
examining other council’s emergency
response plans, and sees Moreland
Council’s plan — adopted in November
2019 — as a good example of what can
be achieved.
That plan outlines key initiatives and
programs for the first five-year period
of the Zero Carbon Moreland 2040
Framework adopted in September
2018.
It summarises key activities to
influence and reduce communitywide greenhouse gas emissions in
three main areas, namely sustainable
transport, transitioning to renewable
energy, and reducing waste and
consumption.
As outlined above, these were three
areas that featured prominently in
our discussion with the Manningham
Council.
WarrandyteCAN will continue
to monitor the development of
Manningham’s climate emergency
response plan and liaise with the
council for this purpose.
We are greatly encouraged by
Manningham’s positive response
to our request for a meeting and its
ongoing efforts in developing the plan.
Jeff Cranston is a member of local
climate change action group
WarrandyteCAN.
Find them on facebook:
www.facebook.com/warrandytecan

An Anzac Day adventure

By DON (CHIPPY)
HUGHES,
Warrandyte Scouts
WARRANDYTE SCOUTS
hosted a Discover
Scouting adventure on Anzac Day.
At Stiggants Reser ve, the
Manningham community was
treated to a fun day of activities
including; a Bouldering Wall, Pioneer
Bridge building, and a traditional
Scout campsite — including freshly
cooked scout tucker.
Designed to give potential Scouts a
taste of outdoor life and adventure,
the activity was sponsored by a grant
from Manningham Council.
Yarra Ward Councillor, Carli Lange,
was thrilled “that Warrandyte was
able to use its natural environment
to promote fun outdoor activities
for our youth”.
“It’s so important that our kids
a re g i v e n e v e r y o p p o r t u n i t y
to experience a diverse range of
enriching activities.

Scouting provides this in
abundance,” she said.
Warrandyte Scout Group Leader,
“Chewy” Padgham, was delighted to
host the event.
“Scouting is a great way for kids
and their parents to do stuff together.
“Parent’s love exposing their inner
child with fun activities,” he said.
After participating in the
Warrandyte Anzac Day march,
attending the commemorative
service at the Memorial Gardens
and respectively laying wreaths to
honour our fallen, the scouts were
bursting with energy.
Ranging from five to 25 years of
age, scouting provides a wonderful
pathway to adventure.
Scout Leader, Andrew Yen added:
“Whether it be camping in the
bush in a storm or serving our local
community, scouting gives young
people valuable experiences to learn
about life.
“Kids really enjoy that”.
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If you love Warrandyte like you say you do…
By ROBYN
GILLESPIE,
President,
Andersons
Creek Landcare
THERE IS A
s e e m i n g l y
harmless little
runner in many
a War randyte
garden, destined to
escape and rapidly
disperse, causing havoc in our native
parks and roadsides.
You may know it as Vinca (either
major or minor) or periwinkle.
To your local Landcare group at
Andersons Creek, it has been the lead
invasive weed we have battled since
2016, and we are throwing everything
at it.
But we need your help.
Since 2007, your Landcare group
has worked a variety of sites along
Andersons Creek, attempting to
control weeds and replant indigenous
grasses, shrubs and trees to support
the ecosystem.
In a peri-urban native setting such as

ours, weed management is a huge task
while we attempt to re-establish the
original or near to, indigenous plants
which will help reduce future weeds in
our changing climate.
We do what we can, but progress
is slow with few resources at our
disposal.
In 2016, we bravely — or some may
say stupidly — made the decision to
remove an area of Vinca major on Gold
Memorial Road, adjacent to the creek.
The full extent of the area was
formidable, a number of acres.
While the Vinca is interspersed with
remnant vegetation, we thought that if
we tackled it bit-by-bit it was do-able.
We tried a variety of herbicides and
combinations over several seasons.
We have tried various “cut and spray”
routines, based on Landcare’s expert
advice.
We have researched every known
method of removal and tried it.
All these methods have only resulted
in small reductions in Vinca.
Now we have resorted to hand
weeding as you can see in the images.
We are only a small group of

volunteers who meet every Wednesday
for two hours.
Our average attendance is four, so it
has been a long, painstaking process.
In addition, we hold four planting
days a year with about 20 people
attending each session.
Each time we replace the pesky Vinca
with indigenous grasses.
I am proud to say we have planted
about 6,000 grasses per year for four
years, taking the total to 24,000 grasses;
plus a few hundred trees and bushes!
Last year we started planting different
ground-story plants, particularly the
more threatened species, recognising
the damage done by pests like deer
and rabbits, and losses due to weed
infestations and exposure from the
thinning upper canopy trees.
To our delight, in the past 12 months,
we have been rewarded for our efforts
with sightings of rare butterflies.
The yellow spot jewel (Hypochrysops
byzos) and the flame sedge skipper
(Hesperillo idothea), the latter of which
has not been recorded in Manningham
for over 20 years.
In conjunction with our on-ground

work, we have been lobbying local
nurseries to remove all Vinca from
their shelves.
Unfortunately, they are all claiming
that because they are selling Vinca
minor there’s no issue.
According to the nursery trade, Vinca
minor is non-invasive.
This of course is contrary to their
selling point that “it spreads to form a
nice carpet over the ground” and some
warn that it can spread and escape the
property.
Scientific research has also shown
that Vinca minor is becoming a weed
problem in bushland.
According to the Agriculture Victoria
website, the likelihood of Vinca minor
infestations is high in nearly all of
Victoria and very high in at least half
the state.
Vinca is home to wasp nests, but
is too dark and dense for our native
animals.
Nurseries within 10km of
Warrandyte have been approached by
us to ask them to consider de-stocking
Vinca, but our letters and calls, with
some, have been ignored.

From our images you will see we have
had some success in weed reduction,
but it is a constant battle.
What progress we have made can
be attributed to our few dedicated
volunteers who show that persistence,
focus and belief, does pay off.
Maintaining motivation is always
important and we do this by reminding
ourselves of what we have achieved
already.
You can help us in a few ways.
I f y o u c a n v o l u n t e e r, e v e n
occasionally, please contact us at
Andersons Creek Landcare, on
Facebook.
Alternatively, please pull out any
Vinca in your garden, bag and bin it
and when you are at one of our local
nurseries, check out if it is there and
make a case for it to be delisted.
All are welcome to the next Planting
Day for Andersons Creek Landcare,
16 May, 1pm-3pm with refreshments.
For details call Fritz 0439 443 703 or
Robyn 0417 377 649.

The Yellow Spot Jewel Hypochrysops byzos

The Flame Sedge skipper –
Hesperillo idothea

Vinca major (Blue Periwinkle)

Removing weeds during COVID-19 restrictions

Removing Vinca 2020

Less visits, straighter

smile

You can now get the straight teeth you’ve been
wanting with as little as 6 appointments to our
practice. Book online at lavrinortho.com.au.
1 Milne St, Templestowe VIC 3106

Showing the vast extent of the problem: Vinca in Gold Memorial Road

(03) 9846 3811
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Dawn signs off
after decades of
volunteering
By SANDI MILLER
WHEN DAWN Bellinger moved
into the Stiggant Street retirement
village at the turn of the millennium,
she discovered that her new home
came with a small job.
Dawn has now been hanging
out the sign that heralds the next
Warrandyte Market for 14 years.
She took over the job when Daryl
Avery retired in 2008, and it has
been a regular task each month.
Rob Edwards from the
Warrandyte Riverside Market
Committee said that even though
it might seem to be a small task,
it has been “wonderful” that they
could count on her to do it.
“It is just one more job we don’t
have to find a volunteer for.
“There are 37 volunteers in total
for the whole market day, and there
is plenty for each one to do, but it
has just been a job we didn’t even
have to think about,” Rob said.

Dawn was looking for a way to
contribute to the community after
she retired from the footy club.
She had volunteered in the
canteen at the Warrandyte Football
Club for more than 25 years, even
though her son only played with
the Bloods for one season.
“Marjory [Lapworth] was still
running the market when I took
over from Daryl — I wasn’t asked,
I just did it.
“But it has started to get a bit too
heavy for me now, because I am 83”.
So, Dawn has now hung out the
sign for the final time.
Rob, on behalf of the Market
Committee, presented Dawn with
a token of appreciation for her
years of contribution.
It may be a simple task, but when
it comes to community, many
hands make light work.
Well done, Dawn.

Australian sovereignty: past, present and future
Birrarung stories
By JIM POULTER
THE CONCEPT of sovereignty is
based on the history of all-powerful
monarchs who ruled by edict.
The trek to modern democracy
began in medieval England in
1215, when King John signed the
Magna Carta to share power with an
Assembly of Lords.
In modern democracies,
sovereignty therefore now rests with
parliamentary assemblies elected by
citizens of adult age.
Sovereignty is also now often used
to describe traditional Aboriginal
society, but it is never accompanied
by any examination of the form and
nature of this sovereignty.
If we begin with Australia today,
sovereignty is shared between three
levels of government, Federal, State
and Local.
Then on top of that we have various
international diplomatic and trade
relationships.
These four modern levels of
government had their parallels in
traditional Aboriginal Australia.
The first level of traditional
Aboriginal government, equivalent to

the municipality, was the clan or tribe.
Each clan was based on a water
cat c h m e nt a re a a n d t h e c l a n
commonly derived its name either
from the major river of their area,
or the mountains from which it
originated.
Clans usually had triple-banger
names and the best local example of
this was the Gunung Willam Balluk of
the Maribyrnong River.
This essentially translates as “The
Maribyrnong River (Gunung) is the
home country (Willam) of the people
in this catchment (Balluk)”.
All clans were governed by male and
female Councils of Elders, with their
own inviolate spheres of authority.
Qualification for Eldership was in
no way related to age, family, or line
of descent.
Religious and secular authority
was fused and memory was the most
prized of all abilities.
Eldership was therefore based
solely on merit and the twin tests of
knowledge and character.
Each Elder’s Council had equal
representation from each of the four
“Skin Groups”, which were ritual
lodges.
Children could not be in the same
lodge as either parent or their marital
partner, so this meant that in practical

reality, no individual, group or family
could ever arbitrarily seize power.
The second level of government,
equivalent to the State, was the
language group.
It consisted of a handful of clans
who shared the same language.
A language was referred to as a
“lip” rather than a “tongue” and each
language, no matter how similar to its
neighbours, usually defined itself by
having a different word for “no”.
So in Woiwurrung, the language of
the Melbourne area, woi meant “no”
and wurrung meant “lip”.
The third level of government
equivalent to the nation, or more
accurately a federation, was a handful
of groups with similar languages and
a shared cultural identity.
To show their sense of commonality,
each of the language groups had the
same word for “human beings” or
“the civilised people”.
In the five language groups of the
Central Victorian area, this word
was “Kulin” and they would have
referred to themselves collectively at
“Kunditchkulin”, meaning “members
of the civilised people”.
Although each federation had a
shared sense of cultural identity, they
nonetheless often had joke names
for each other, like “bog dwellers”,

“snail eaters”, “salt water drinkers”, or
“seaweed speakers”.
However, the tribes outside their
cultural federation were dismissively
referred to as “uncivilised people” or
“wild blackfellahs”.
Despite such nominally pejorative
references to other cultural
federations, there was however a
fourth level of ritually established
protocols of trade, pilgrimage and
diplomacy.
Goods were traded over the length
and breadth of Australia by delegated
agents and people followed defined
“Songline” routes to visit sacred sites.
Emissaries, Diplomats and Doctors
were however exempt from the
protocols that governed traders and
pilgrims.
These dignitaries, identified by red
and white stripes across their nose
and cheeks, had complete freedom
of movement.
It was therefore not surprising when
the First Fleet arrived in Sydney in
1788, that Aboriginal people were
quite impressed with the red and
white striped uniforms of the British
Marines.
The point is however, that the
concept of Australian sovereignty
was irrevocably changed at that
point and we must now reach a new

accommodation between past and
present.
Sovereignty in both traditional and
contemporary Australia therefore has
many parallels.
Both societies could be defined
as plural democratic societies with
citizen equality under the rule of law,
but what of the future?
O u r f u t u re c a n n o t p o s s i b l y
exist within some framework like
apartheid.
We are one society with a common
destiny as Australians, but with a
rich indigenous heritage we must
embrace.
The Australian constitution is
a sterile document that is just a
mechanical scheme of arrangement
between the States.
It says nothing about who we are
as a people.
Our Constitution should instead be
a living social contract.
S o w hy n o t a c h i e v e t h i s by
embedding two basic principles in
our Constitution?
First, it should proclaim that we
are a plural democracy with citizen
equality under the rule of law, and
second, it should enshrine our
Aboriginal heritage as a fundamental
aspect of our national identity.
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Determining your values Men of the Shed
mental health
By STEPHANIE FOXLEY
MCouns, MACA
VALUES are at the core of self.
Understanding your values helps a
person decide what is most important
in their life.
Being able to identify those values is
a little bit trickier, because values can
be influenced by so many different
things and it can be hard to recognise
which are our values or those of
someone else.
In general, values are related to the
way in which we decide to live and
work.
Our values should determine our
deepest priorities, without any outside
influence.
However, being influenced by
outside sources happens whether
we like it or not and these can impact
our actions, unintentionally or
intentionally, changing the way we
behave or the way we live or the way
we work.
When we live by our own values, we
tend to be happy, content and relaxed.
Satisfied even.
When we move away from our
values, by outside influences perhaps,
we become unhappy, anxious and
stressed.
We feel uneasy.
L iving by our values is ver y
important for our mental health,
once we understand what our deepest
personal values are, we are able to
assess if we are living by them, or if
we need to change the way we are
functioning.
It is also important to understand
that over time, our values may
also change, depending on our life
circumstances, but core values never
leave us.

If you are thinking that that sounds
like a contradiction in terms, you are
right.
The point is, we have a set of core
values that are at the centre of our
being that are usually pretty sound,
and yet some of our other values
don’t have such strict boundaries and
may alter as life develops, as we enter
relationships, have children, develop
our careers and so on.
What was important in the past, may
not be so important now.
Values are the principles by which
we live our lives.
Our earliest values are dictated by
family, friends and relationships.
But as we grow and mature, we are
able to fully identify and develop our
own set of values.
Take a moment to think about your
own values, perhaps make a list of
them.
Where did those values come from,
who influenced them and more
importantly what influenced them?
Determining your values can be as
simple as thinking about the things
that have had a positive influence on
your life, things that have made you
happy, that make you feel safe, that
you are proud of, et cetera.
Once you start thinking about your
values, it is easier to understand your
core values, the things that matter
most, that are unwavering.
Sometimes it is hard to live by our
values, because life throws curveballs
at us that might try to knock us off
track.
This is normal, it is how we react
to these curveballs that is important
— once we have identified our core
values, handling difficult situations
becomes less stressful.
For instance, identifying the
direction in life we wish to take,
making important or life changing
decisions or knowing how to act in

awkward situations becomes easier.
Being true to yourself is living by
your core values.
These core values are the foundation
for a strong and healthy, happy life.
If you cannot or have not identified
your values, then how do you know
when you have violated one of them?
Usually, it is because you have a
deep sense of unease, you feel sick in
the stomach, you become anxious or
feel guilty or even shame.
Essentially, when we have identified
with our values and live by them,
we experience a deeper sense of
happiness and peace of mind, we
function better and become more
productive, creative and respected.
It is important to remember
however, that not everyone shares
the same values.
Respecting your own values as well
as other people’s values is important.
Remaining non-judgemental and
respectful to other people’s values is
an attribute that is worthy of being
on everyone’s list of values for a more
harmonious existence.
Stephanie Foxley has lived and worked
in the Manningham district for over
20 years.
Now relocated to Queensland she offers
online counselling services via Zoom.
Medibank, Bupa, Police Health Fund
and Doctor’s Health fund accredited.
Member of ACA and CCAA and
PACFA
Mobile: 0407 921 122
newlifehealingspace@gmail.com
Website: www.newlifehealing.com.au
Beyondblue Australia: 1300 22 4636
Lifeline: (Crisis Support) 13 11 14
Headspace: (12-25 years) 1800 650 890
Coronavirus Health Information Line:
1800 020 080
Health and Human Services:
www.coronavirus.vic.gov.au

By DON HUGHES
THE WARRANDYTE Men’s Shed
is back.
Meeting at the Stiggants Reserve
Scout Hall each Wednesday morning
at 10am a League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen are scheming their
projects for the future.
Established in 2019, the Shed
provides a venue for Men of all ages to
get together and share experiences,
skills and knowledge — all in a
friendly and relaxed environment.
C h r i s ( C h e w y ) Pa d g h a m, a
previous Men’s Health practitioner
and the Warrandyte Scout Group

Leader, is passionate about ongoing
community involvement for not only
our youth, but also men who find
themselves retired or in between
assignments!
Most sessions involve cooking up a
meal and sharing yarns.
Following the hailstorm of early
2020, the team helped tidy up some
needy residents’ properties.
Future projects depend upon the
diversity of skills brought to the shed,
along with exploring new ideas and
experiences.
Chewy can be contacted at :
0418 340 246

Manningham Council News

Warrandyte’s New Pool Specialist

Get Active – Come and Try
activity week

HAVE YOUR SAY

From Monday 31 May to Friday 4
June, we are providing an exciting
opportunity for older adults aged
65 years and over to come and try
a range of fun activities that will get
you moving, thinking and socialising.

Manningham residents are invited
to help set the artistic direction of
our community for the next four
years. Our draft Art Collection Policy
2021-24 and draft Public Art Policy
2021-24 are currently available and
open for community feedback until
5.00pm, Sunday 23 May.

manningham.vic.gov.au/
come-and-try

Home energy webinar

Art and our city

For more information and to have
your say, visit

Wednesday 2 June, 6.30pm to
8.00 pm
Making the switch from a gas to an
all-electric home, doesn’t have to
happen all at once.
Sign up to our free webinar, How to
transition from gas to an all-electric
home to find out more.This session
is hosted by the Australian Energy
Foundation.

Regular Maintenance Service
Green Pool Recovery Water Test
Chemicals Pool Equipment

Shop 3, 90-94 Melbourne Hill Rd

8839 6907 info@radiantpools.net.au

manningham.vic.gov.au/howto-transition-to-an-all-electrichome-webinar

Sunday Sessions are back
Enjoy free exercise and wellbeing
activities at Aquarena Aquatic and
Leisure Centre every Sunday morning
throughout May.

manningham.vic.gov.au/artpolicies-exhibition

Placemaking projects
To help bring people together over
the past six months, we installed four
temporary pop-up parks, extended
outdoor dining and launched
community activations as part of
our Placemaking program across
Manningham.
We want to hear your feedback to
help us plan for the next step in
Placemaking.
Complete our survey at

sundaysessions.org.au
9840 9333

manningham.vic.gov.au

yoursay.manningham.vic.
gov.au/placemaking-andoutdoor-dining
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Our very own Red Centre: there is no better time to go!
travel
By CAROLYN ALLEN
HERE IN Australia, we are slowly
learning what holidays look like during
a pandemic.
With International travel off the
agenda for the foreseeable future,
there is no better time to visit the
Northern Territory’s Red Centre.
Discover our Aboriginal history in an

environment like no other.
You may know Uluru is sacred to
the Aboriginal people here, and that
it turns some spectacular colours at
sunrise and sunset.
You might not know that you can
experience it through Aboriginal eyes,
or that there are many other sacred and
breathtaking sites here in Australia’s
vast centre.
Uluru’s cousin Kata Tjuta is just 40
kilometres away and you’ll find the
awe-inspiring Kings Canyon not far
from Alice Springs.

Swim in Glen Helen Gorge and spot
rock wallabies at Simpsons Gap, both
in the West MacDonnell Ranges.
Listen to the Dreamtime legend
surrounding the comet crater of Gosse
Bluff.
Climb to the rim of Kings Canyon
and swim in the tropical pools of the
Garden of Eden.
Do a dawn camel trek around Uluru
and wander between the steep russet
domes of nearby Kata Tjuta.
Journey through red desert sands,
spinifex and mulga forest.

Learn about the area’s Aboriginal
history from the Arrernte people who
have lived here for 20,000 years.
Immerse yourself in Aboriginal art
and pioneer history in Alice Springs.
Starting in Alice Springs a leisurely
five day itinerary can be easily
undertaken by car.
Roads are mostly sealed with driving
times varying from one to five hours
each day.
You might not realise that this
landscape has green vegetation and
lush waterholes as well as dusty red

roads and huge slabs of rock.
And what you won’t really
understand until you get here is the
magic, majesty, silence and splendid
isolation of Australia’s Red Centre.
Whatever you do, don’t miss this
unforgettable adventure through
Australia’s ancient centre.
Carolyn Allen is owner of Warrandyte
Travel and Cruis e — working
remotely for now!
Call her on 03 9844 2477 or email
carolyn@warrandytetravel.com.au

Photos supplied

Living
& Learning
Nillumbik

– where people share,
learn and connect
Enrolments are open now for
CHC30113 Certificate III in Early
Childhood Education and Care,
CHC33015 Cert III in Individual
Support (Ageing, Home and
Community) and CHC50113
Diploma of Early Childhood
Education and Care.
These courses will be via an online
blended delivery model.
Early childhood centres and
educators, we are now delivering
CHC50113 Diploma of Early
Childhood Education and Care
via traineeship.
Incentives and wage subsidies may
apply for eligible employees.
livinglearningnillumbik.vic.gov.au
info.livinglearning@
nillumbik.vic.gov.au

Youth Council
Appointed

Nillumbik’s youth have
a new voice with the
appointment of the inaugural
Nillumbik Youth Council

Fieke van der Kamp has been elected the
first Youth Mayor and Jack Linehan the
first Youth Deputy Mayor.
Aged 15 to 25 years, the Youth
Councillors are passionate about their
community and will represent the views,
ideas and needs of young people.
To read more about the Youth Council see:
nillumbikyouth.vic.gov.au

National
Volunteer Week

It’s National Volunteer
week from 17 to 23 May

This year we’ll be celebrating the
amazing contribution of the
thousands of volunteers who have
made a difference across the Shire.
To find out more visit:
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/nvw2021

Nillumbik Grants Hub

Take the guesswork out of
searching for grants

Nillumbik Grants Hub is your
one-stop shop for federal, state,
local government and philanthropic
funding opportunities.
Open to all local community groups,
businesses, not-for-profits and
individuals seeking funding to deliver
projects and initiatives for Nillumbik.
To get started or learn more, visit:
nillumbik.grantguru.com.au

Deer webinars
and events

Council is hosting a range of
events to assist landholders
and community groups
manage deer on their land
For information and to subscribe to our
Deer Community Mailing list go to:
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/deer-events

Have your say

facebook.com/
LivingLearningNillumbik

Council often likes to hear
from community on a range
of different projects

instagram.com/
livinglearningnillumbik

Sign up to Participate to learn more:
participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au

Parenting Series

Find out about our range
of information sessions
and workshops for parents
and carers
Including Supporting Young People
During COVID-19 on 18 May, and the
popular Three Keys to Nurturing Happy
Girls on 23 May.
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/parenting-hub

Interested in
Arts and Culture?

Have your say as we develop
a new Arts and Culture
Strategy for Nillumbik Shire

There are a few ways to provide
feedback. Complete our online survey,
register to attend a focus group or look
out for our roving street performers.
More information visit participate.
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/arts-culture
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Getting ready for tax time — Part A
finance
By BRIAN SPURRELL
THE TIME IS FAST approaching
when we need to direct our thoughts
to decisions that need to be made
well before June 30, 2021 in order to
minimise our tax liability or maximise
our tax refund.
We also need to focus on getting
our paperwork in order to ensure all
assessable income is included and
all allowable deductions are claimed.
For those of you who have entered
the work force for the first time, earned
income from investments for the first
time, or have exited from the work
force or retired, your first step should
be to determine whether you need to
lodge a tax return.
Do I need to lodge a tax return?
You will need to lodge a tax return if:
• You had tax withheld from
payments made to you irrespective
of the amount of wage or salary
income you earned, as you may be
entitled to a tax refund.
• If you received payments in
the form of interest, dividends,
distributions from investments,
or from a trust or partnership and
your taxable income is more than:
• $18,200 and you were 18 years or
older on June 30, 2021, and you
were an Australian resident for
tax purposes for the full year.
• $416 and you were under 18
years old at June 30, 2021.

• If you had a reportable fringe
benefits amount or a reportable
employer superannuation
contribution on your Income
Statement summary (previously
called a PAYG payment summary).
• If you were entitled to the private
health insurance rebate but you did
not claim your correct entitlement
as a premium reduction.
• If you carried on a business even if
you made a loss.
• If you sold property or investments
resulting in a capital gain or loss.
Franking credits
If you re ceive d dividends or
distributions that included franking
credits reflecting tax paid by the
entity making the distribution, and
your taxable income was such that

you would not otherwise be required
to lodge a tax return, you can claim
a refund of your franking credits
by downloading an Application
for Refund of Franking Credits for
Individuals 2021 form and lodge your
claim either online or by mail.
Non-lodgment advice
If after reading the above you believe
you are not required to lodge your
2021 personal income tax return, you
may wish to complete a Non-lodgment
advice 2021 form.
This will avoid receiving a lodgment
demand from the ATO if you have been
in receipt of assessable income or have
lodged tax returns in prior years.
Reducing your tax with
concessional (deductible) super
contributions
Now is the time to consider making
personal concessional contributions
(CC), particularly if your taxable
income is likely to be in excess of
$45,000, where your marginal tax rates
(including the 2 per cent Medicare
levy) currently are: 34.5 per cent up
to taxable income of $120,000; 39 per
cent up to $180,000; and 47 per cent
over $180,000.
While CCs are taxed at 15 per cent to
your super fund, your net tax savings
will be the difference between your
marginal rate and 15 per cent.
Example: Topping up to
the $25,000 Concessional
Contributions Cap
Bill is aged 55 and estimates his
taxable income for 2021, before
making a personal CC, will be

$165,000 — including his employee
salary of $140,000, net capital gains
on share sales of $30,000, less workrelated deductions of $5,000.
Bill’s employer will have paid super
guarantee contributions (SGC) at 9.5
per cent, totalling $13,300 by June
30, 2021.
Bill could make a personal CC of
$11,700 given his CC cap is $25,000
and thereby reduce his tax liability by
($11,700 x .39) $4,563.
Bill’s super fund will have received a
total of $25,000 and paid tax at 15 per
cent totalling $3,750 — resulting in a
net increase in his super fund balance
of $21,250.
To achieve this outcome the net cash
cost to Bill is only ($11,700 – $4,563)
= $7,137.
Example: Accessing the Catchup Concessional Contributions
Opportunity
New reforms effective July 1, 2018,
and applicable to the 2020 and
subsequent income years, provide
for catch-up shortfalls to be added to a
subsequent year’s concessional caps.
To be eligible to access the catchup shortfalls, your total super funds
balance (TSB) must be less than
$500,000 on June 30 of the prior year,
and if aged 67–74 will need to satisfy
the work test — having worked for at
least 40 hours over any consecutive
30 day period.
Assume Bill had:
• A TSB of $410,000 at June 30, 2020
• Did not make any personal
concessional super contributions
(CC) in 2019 or 2020

• His employer’s SGCs each year
were $13,300.
Bill would therefore have catch-up
amounts of $11,700 remaining for
both 2019 and 2020, which would
add a total of $23,400 to his 2021 cap,
meaning his cap for 2021 tax year
would be ($23,400 + $25,000) $48,400.
After allowing for his employer’s
SGC of $13,300 in 2021, Bill could
make a CC totalling ($23,400+
$11,700) = $35,100 thereby reducing
his taxable income to ($165,000–
$35,100) $129,900, resulting in a tax
saving of ($35,100 x .39) $13,689.
This tax planning strategy — when
undertaken well before the June 30
— illustrates how cash from the sale of
shares at a profit, or any other capital
assets, can be transferred into your
super fund by offsetting deductible
super contributions against assessable
net capital gains.
Forms mentioned in this article can
be downloaded from the ATO website.
The content of this article is not
intended to be used as professional
advice and should not be used as such.
It is advisable to contact your financial
adviser and your super fund before
committing to making both personal
concessional and non-concessional
super contributions.
Brian Spurrell FCPA, CTA, Registered
Tax Agent, is Director of Personalised
Taxation & Accounting Services Pty
Ltd. PO Box 143 Warrandyte 3113.
Mobile: 0412 011 946
Email: bspurrell@ptasaccountants.
com.au
Web: www.ptasaccountants.com.au

Are you tolerating what does not serve you?
wellness
By MAREE ZIMNY
Tolerance and patience should not be
read as signs of weakness.
They are signs of strength — Dalai
Lama
THERE IS A fine line between
tolerating a couple of things versus
a more dominant pattern in your life
that is harder to break.
If you knew tolerance is one of the
most ineffective, unproductive, and
emotionally feels terrible, how could
you continue to foster or encourage it?
Tolerance is looking at something
you don’t want, and your gut, a knot
in your stomach or internal guidance
system indicates you are going off
track, and you still consciously choose
to endure it.
Sometimes you may have to suck
it up and not say anything, but if you
have practised to shut up and tolerate
it often, and it’s not just one thing
anymore but many, you now have
created an unwanted pattern.
It might not be the appropriate
time to say something; for example,

being in a long queue, where having
an outrage may cause more pain
than gain.
Or perhaps you are not ready to face
the consequences of speaking your
truth, as the flow-on effect will create
a more significant issue, and you can’t
see a positive outcome from it without
further emotional pain or a significant
change to your life.
We are all different, and our choices
don’t always align with one person’s
preferences, beliefs or values.
When you believe that a condition
needs to change for you to feel
good, you attempt to control the
uncontrollable external conditions.
So, you try to find a way by tolerating
it.
You know you can’t control it, and
you will suffer about its existence, but
that suffering festers and will come up
at some point in the future with more
intensity.
It may not even be relevant to the
situation but will get dragged up along
with other things you tolerated with
that person or group.
The challenge is the event that
bothers you is old news; it’s already
happened and potentially will

continue to happen if you do not
shine a light on it and look at an
amicable solution.
Alternatively, get neutral on it and
have no emotional attachment to it
and move on.
Sometimes, it’s easy, and the situation
was from mis communication,
misunderstanding or different values
and beliefs about what is the right
way.
The most important thing to
remember is, if it is causing you
emotional pain in holding it in,
something has to change, either
within your viewpoint, action or by
having a conversation.
Exercise
Create a list of the things you tolerate
and shouldn’t tolerate anymore.
What percentage of time does each
one affect you?
How does it affect you — make you
feel?
How does it affect others significant
to you?
Look across all areas of your life:
personal, business, relationships,
health, spiritual, finances, education,
children or something else.

Some examples to consider:
Time: Are you tolerating people
always being late or taking up too
much of your time, or you need to
reassign task to a more manageable
timeslot?
Expectations: Are your expectations
being let down often by the same
person or people, and you say
nothing?
Money: Could you or your partner
spend too much money on things you
see no value in?
Relatives: Do some relatives, either
on your side or your partner’s side
bother you, and you would rather not
see them, but tolerate them to keep
the peace?
Mess/clutter: Are you okay with
some clutter, then get all fed up with
it and tidy up, or is your partner messy
and it drives you crazy?
Washing: Do you do all the washing
around the home and get frustrated
that no one helps you, or if they finally
do after nagging, they don’t do it the
way you like it?
Relationship: Are you wanting to be
heard in your relationship, have your
feelings acknowledged and validated
but too afraid to ask, or given up on
asking?

Tips to go from tolerance
to neutral zone.
Step 1. Ask can I change the situation
- Yes / No
Step 2. If you can change it, is it just
you that needs to change or others?
Step 3. If only you can make the
change, make a decision and set a
timeline to take action.
If others (harder to do), write out how
it makes you feel.
Note: they may not change in
order for you to feel better; it’s up to
you understand why it affects you;
learn more about your subconscious
programs, values and beliefs and then
decide on the next steps.
Remember, how you feel is up to
you; if you allow others to affect you
negatively, you have put the power into
their hands.
Choose if that is a problem for you.
If it is, you have to work towards
a solution, or if you can accept it
genuinely and get neutral on it, then you
can stop it draining and affecting you.
“Don’t be in a hurry to condemn
because he doesn’t do what you
do or think as you think or as fast.
There was a time when you didn’t
know what you know today.” —
Malcolm X

Every canine needs: A bush refrigerator!

Drawing by Olga Wahnich

BY ZEUS
Canine Correspondent

BEING HALF LABRADOR, I am highly
motivated by food.
So, I licked my lips excitedly and
salivated when hearing about Aboriginal
traditional bush tucker and their takeaway food outlets.
I sat listening studiously to another of
Dr Jim Poulter’s wonderful lectures on
Indigenous culture at the University of
the Third Age (U3A).
Jim was explaining how the bush
tucker take-away food system worked.
I never knew that, even back thousands
of years ago, food could be preserved
with an ingenious “bush refrigerator”!
First, you must understand seasonal
demands and how the availability of
ingredients has to be combined with the
calendar of social events.
Favourite delicacies at the time
included; eels, blackfish, yabbies and
freshwater mussels.

A bit like today’s sausage sizzles,
kebabs or fish ‘n’ chips!
A whole social season is dedicated
to eating the yummy eel, and they also
discuss inter-clan business between
courses.
Dr Jim explained the life cycle of the
eel.
To reproduce, mature eels migrate
downstream and then head to the
tropical warmth of the Coral sea in the
third lunar month (mid Feb–mid Mar).
Being much smaller than females, male
eels begin the journey a fortnight earlier.
They can even “walk” for short
distances on land to traverse obstacles.
These male eels are not hunted, but
signal that a message is to be sent to
neighbouring clans that the harvest will
begin in two weeks.
The ensuing feast brings together the
clans who decide on issues of trade,

justice and environmental management.
Our Indigenous forebears also literally
had their own fish ‘n chip shops.
They would make storage ponds for
yabbies and mussels along the creeks by
their campsites.
This created a great Friday night
take-away option after a long week of
cultivating plant-based crops, such as
myrnong yams and chocolate lilies.
I was now getting excited.
With great pride, Dr Jim explained how
Aboriginal techniques of food storage
worked.
First was the storage of smoked meats.
This involved eels, kangaroos, possums,
et cetera, being smoked in hollow trees
or smoke huts.
The meat was then stored and eaten as
required by the visitors.
Second was the “refrigeration” of
freshwater mussels.

The mussels were collected, then
placed in a metre deep earth pit and
buried.
Once the dirt went on top, the mussels
would go into suspended animation and
stay fresh for up to two years in these
“bush refrigerators”!
Now that the footy season is back on,
Dr Jim has promised to tell the story
of the Aboriginal football game, called
‘Marngrook’.
I can’t wait to sit back, lap up a cool
drink, get some tucker from the fridge
and learn the origins of why I barrack for
the Magpies, not the Kangaroos!
Jim also promised to explain how
Aboriginal people back in the day had a
GPS navigation system as well as radio
receivers.
They seem to have been a very clever
bunch.
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Like sand through the hourglass
much ado
By KATRINA BENNETT
REMEMBER when those four mopheaded Liverpudlians descended
on Melbourne creating a never seen
before hysteria called Beatlemania?
For once, I can look my smirking,
ageist, teenagers dead in the eye
and honestly reply that “No, I don’t
remember, I wasn’t even born”.
Why do I care?
Why am I suddenly so hypersensitive, and why will I never ever
preface an anecdote with “When I was
a kid” or “At your age” again?
Well, because what was initially
one reason, a mere trickle of water,
quickly became a raging Yarra River
of reasons, thundering through Pound
Bend, trying to drown some idiot on
an inflatable flamingo after a summer
storm.
Oh, it began innocently enough.
A hospital report noting I’d “had a
fall”.
Not “been catapulted like wildfire”
from a scene of Games of Thrones
(obviously from when GOT was worth
watching).
Not “fell off bike”.
No.
Not even just “fell over”.
No.
I had hit that age.
I had “had a fall”.
Now I could have lived with this
except the hospital outpatient’s clinic
rang wanting to talk to “Mrs Bennett”.
Really?
Why did they need to talk to my
mother-in-law about all my follow-up
appointments?
Time came in my rehab that I was
well enough to start leaving the house.
Gentle walks along the river were the

order of the day.
Imagine the bucolic setting, morning
mist over gurgling water, the occasional
cute puppy frolicking in the fallen
autumn leaves.
Yeah, nah.
The only cute puppy dogs were the
ones falling with the cats from the sky.
As for those charming autumn
leaves?
Those colourful piles of decaying
vegetation were slipperier than
possum poo on your back deck.
You guessed it ; they were now
considered a “fall risk”.
One particularly unpleasant
Saturday morning, quite unexpectedly,
a teenager donned their jacket and
offered to brave the elements with me.
Pretty chuffed to be spending some
quality time with said offspring, off I
happily staggered.
Upon our return, we were yelled at by
another teenager for dripping all over
the floor they had freshly mopped.
With yet another chiming in that it
wasn’t their turn to clean the kitchen.
The bedraggled, wet from walking,
collection of surly hormones glared
at both of their siblings and replied
“Well I’m not doing it, I just took Mum
for a walk”.
And just like that, I had become a
weekend chore.
Sitting somewhere between
scrubbing a toilet and taking out the
compost.
Deciding I needed to spend some
time with someone over the age of
17, I headed out to dinner with some
grownup friends at Ember, a bona fide
grownup restaurant.
Settling back into the comfortable
chair I gaze at the menu full of
delectable delights.
Or so I assume, for no matter how
long I squinted at the bit of paper in
front of me, or how far I held it away
from my face, I couldn’t decipher

enough of the hieroglyphics to glean
what any of the possible dishes could
be.
Glancing around our table in the
moody low-lit room I casually suggest
that surely the best way to enjoy the
veritable treats on offer was to embrace
their “Feed Me” option.
So, thank you Ember, I enjoyed every
tasty morsel on offer, I just couldn’t tell
you what any of it was.
And that is how I found myself,
two days later, sitting opposite an
optometrist who looked approximately
12 years old, cheerfully grinning at me

as they pronounced “Well, it’s to be
expected at your age...”
Consoling myself with my daily dose
of chocolate and a can of cola, I feel
an unfamiliar ache in my molar as I
try to break up the dairy milk block
with my teeth.
Placing my newly minted reading
glasses on my unaccustomed nose,
I nod in what I sincerely hope is an
educated, I understand exactly what
you’re talking about pose, and gaze
at my X-rays with my dentist, who
informs me that I need my first ever
filling.

She smiles her perfect no-cavity
smile at me and tries to make me feel
better by adding that “You’ve done well
getting to your age”.
This was coming from someone who
looked about 12, but in fact was my age.
So, do I remember Beatlemania?
No.
Maybe my own mother was just old
enough to attempt to sneak into the
Fab Fours hotel room.
But I can definitely relate to Sir
Paul when he wheedles into the
microphone “Will you still need me,
will you still feed me, when I’m 64”.

Arts in the frame for City and Shire
By SUSAN FOREMAN
RESIDENTS across Manningham and
Nillumbik can now help set the artistic
direction of their community for the
next four years, as both councils set
their community arts policy.
Manningham
Council endorsed the public
exhibition of the Draft Manningham
Art Collection Policy 2021-24 and Draft
Public Art Policy 2021-24 in its last
Council Meeting.
Manningham Mayor, Cr Andrew
Conlon said Manningham has a strong
and longstanding relationship with the
contemporary arts.
“We are committed to supporting a
connected and inclusive community
through arts and cultural programs
that encourage participation and
development,” he said.
“The two draft policies are part of this
commitment to collecting and investing
in temporary and permanent public art
as a celebration of our cultural heritage
over the next four years.
“I encourage everyone to take the
opportunity to find out more, take a
look at the draft policies and have their
say on public art in Manningham over
the next four years,” Cr Conlon said.
The Draft Manningham Art Collection
Policy focuses on the shift to permanent
public art, with visual art acquisitions
either through Cultural Gifts donations
or unique acquisitions with a strong
connection to Manningham’s cultural
legacy.
One of the key features of the Draft
Public Art Policy is a commitment
for one per cent of all community
infrastructure projects with a budget in
excess of $2 million would be allocated
to public art.
Both draft policies are now available
and open for community feedback
online at yoursay.manningham.vic.
gov.au/art-policies-exhibition
Consultation will close at 5.00pm,
Sunday 23 May.

Nillumbik
Ni l l u m b i k S h i re C o u n c i l i s
embarking on the development of a
new Arts and Culture Strategy and is
seeking input from the community.
Artbeat — a pulse check for Arts
and Culture in Nillumbik — provides
a number of ways for everyone who
lives, works and plays in the Shire
to share their thoughts about arts,
culture and creativity.
How to get involved:
• Complete an online survey at
participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.
au/arts-culture.
Everyone who completes the
survey goes in the draw to win
tickets to Montsalvat or one of
three $100 prepaid credit cards.
Survey closes 30 June 2021.
• Enjoy a series of pop-up street
performances including stilt
walkers, living statues, dancers
and even performing garden
gnomes and zebras across the
Shire until the end of May.
Council staff will be on hand to
speak with community members
about arts and culture.
• Join a focus group session in June
with live entertainment and free
coffee and tea.
Bookings essential at participate.
nillumbik.vic.gov.au
• You can email Nillumbik’s Arts
and Cultural Development Team
directly or book in a conversation
to discuss your thoughts and
ideas at artsinfo@nillumbik.vic.
gov.au
Nillumbik Mayor Peter Perkins said
arts and culture had a long and strong
history in the Shire.
“Whether it’s visual art, music,
theatre and performance, literature,
our creative industries or local
heritage — they all play an important
role in improving everyday life here in

Nillumbik,” Cr Perkins said.
“This strategy will guide the sector
in our Shire over the next four years.
Being the first post-COVID arts and
culture strategy, the timing will also
allow us to identify ways to better
support our creative communities.”
Cr Geoff Paine, who is chair of
Nillumbik’s Arts Advisory Committee,

said there were plenty of fun ways to
get involved.
“It doesn’t matter if you’re a
professional artist, or just someone
who likes to go to gigs or see the
occasional exhibition, we’re keen to
hear from you,” Cr Paine said.
“We’d love to hear about any big
ideas people have for how arts and

culture in Nillumbik can be made
even better.”
See Page 21 for a range of Art Beat
pop-up events to be held across
the Shire.
For m ore information g o to
participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/
arts-culture.
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Here’s to the heroes
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By SANDI MILLER
ANZAC MORNING this year combined
time-honoured tradition with new
COVID-born ways of remembering our
veterans.
Many people chose to Light Up
the Dawn with private vigils in their
driveways, as others flocked to local
Dawn Services at Eltham and Doncaster
as well as other services across the
morning in Templestowe, Kangaroo
Ground and Montmorency.
The restrictions to attendance at the
Shrine of Remembrance in Melbourne

prompted slightly larger numbers at
local venues.
Nillumbik Mayor Peter Perkins was
one of several dignitaries at the Eltham
Dawn Service.
Cr Perkins remarked:
“Last year we were forced to forego
these events, as we had so much in
our lives last year, so it was particularly
pleasing to be able to attend in person.”
In Warrandyte, a contingent of veterans
and community members made the
march up Yarra Street from Whipstick
Gully to the RSL, accompanied by

Bloods remember
By DON HUGHES
A NEW ANZAC Day Coin has been
presented to the Bloods.
With a moving service conducted at the
start of the Club’s Anzac Day round, the
Warrandyte Football Club dedicated
the April 25 match to the memory of
our fallen.
The “Coin Toss” symbolises the start
of this modern-day contest between our
young warriors.
Presented by the Warrandyte RSL, the
large (50mm) coin features the “Rising
Sun” badge of the Australian Army and
on the reverse, a 21st Century Australian
“Digger”.
Emblazoned on the rim of the Coin
are the underlying ingredients of
producing “AN ARMY IN MOTION”:
P R E PA R E D N E S S, P E O P L E ,
PROFESSION AND POTENTIAL.
To succeed, “a football team in motion”,
also needs these ingredients.
The traditional Anzacs summed up
their attributes as courage, teamwork
and resilience.

Bagpiper, Casey McSwain.
To mark the 100th anniversary of the
Royal Australian Air Force, this year
the march was led by local Air Force
Veterans, Air Combat Officer Adam
“Buzz” Lawson, Airfield Defence Guard
Matt Clarke, and F/A-18 Fighter Pilot
Peter Spiess.
At the cenotaph, soldiers from the
22nd Engineer Regiment mounted a
guard during the service.
Warrandyte RSL President David Ryan
and Pastor Andrew Fisher conducted a
moving service.

David provided his own memories
of his active service in East Timor and
commemorated the WWII defence
forces who preceded him there in the
defence of Australia.
“The sacrifice they made to shape
this nation and to protect us here
and abroad, and enforcing values of
service, courage, respect, integrity and
excellence.”
“To this day we still have service men
and women fighting for our freedom
here and abroad.”
Due to COVID the usual choir was not

Photos: JENNY TREWELLA SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY

in attendance, but that did not prevent
the hundreds in attendance from joining
in the hymns and anthems during the
course of the service.
Bugler Andrea Crompton provided the
Last Post and Reveille
A wreath laying was conducted with
tributes paid by local dignitaries and
community members alike.
The service was livestreamed by local
media company 42K Media with support
from Community Bank Warrandyte, and
can be viewed on the Diary’s Facebook
page or website.
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Councillor’s
personal tribute
YARRA WARD Councillor Carli Lange
was one of many who marched in the
Warrandyte Anzac March.
Cr Lange this year carried a tribute
to her Grandfathers who served in
WWII and Korea.
She told the Diary about their time
in active service.
Grandpa Lange
Trooper Clyde Lange enlisted in the
8th Division AIF on March 10, 1942
at aged 23.
His army records indicate he was
transferred to a number of locations
in NSW and Victoria after his initial
training.
He was a piper, medical orderly
and also completed a vehicle
maintenance course.

Due to ill health, he was discharged
in December 1943 and returned to
the family farm at Kunghur NSW.
Grandpa Jackson
Lance Corporal George Jackson
from Yorkshire England was enlisted
in the Duke of Wellington Regiment
and — following initial training —
sailed to Pusan in South Korea in
September 1952.
He was located to the fighting zone
where British soldiers were required
to defend The Hook against North
Korean and Chinese forces.
Lance Corporal Jackson survived
a number of enemy attacks and
returned to England after 12 months
of active service.
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Best of contemporary art on show

Clive Murray-White with his Mayor’s Award-winning Assisted Suiseki No: 9

James Nguyen, The Camelia Economy

Curator, Emily Wubben, Local Award-winner Nusra Latif Qureshi and Mayor Peter Perkins

By SANDI MILLER
THE BARN GALLERY at Montsalvat is
once again the setting for the Nillumbik
Prize for Contemporary Art.
The 17th iteration of the prestigious
art competition saw 323 entries,
responding to the theme “Return”, with
the 40 shortlisted finalists currently
on show.
Emily Wubben, Exhibition Curator
and Collections Management Officer
for Nillumbik Council, said there was a
good mix of local and national entries.
“The finalist exhibition is a good
representation of the entries we
received, both locally and nationally,
with eight local artists among the 40
finalists.”
The contemporary biennial
acquisitive art prize open to artists
working in any medium in Australia.
The winner was announced at the
exhibition opening on May 6, and
for the first time, the Prize has been
awarded to a digital artist.
James Nguyen, of Murumbeena,
was presented the $20,000 prize in the
Open Category for his moving image,
The Camelia Economy.

The 20-minute, 29 second video tells
the story of a handful of seeds given to
the artist by his late grandmother on
his return to Vietnam.
In Australia, his family grew the
seeds into tea plants which they use to
trade and swap with the community,
symbolising the preservation of
their culture of storytelling, care and
entrepreneurship that has survived
war and political exile.
Georgia Cribb, Director of Bunjil
Place Gallery and one of the three prize
judges, said it had been immensely
challenging to determine a winner
from a strong field across a range of
media.
“We are delighted to learn that this
is the first time that the prize has been
awarded to an artist working in a digital
medium,” she said.
The $10,000 local prize was won
by Eltham artist Nusra Latif Qureshi
for Remnant Blessings-I, an acrylic,
graphite, gouache and gold on
illustration board.
Nusra told the Diary the award
means a lot to her on a personal

level, as it is representative of the
inclusiveness of the community.
She moved to Eltham about five years
ago and says she has found it is a “very
nurturing community”.
“I am finding that I am part of the
community in a very interesting way,
and I know that Eltham has always
been a place where artists love to live
and make it home.”
Nillumbik Mayor Peter Perkins said
this year marked the 17th anniversary
of the prize, which was highly regarded
around Australia.
“This is a prestigious exhibition
for artists to showcase excellence in
contemporary art and is a celebration
of Nillumbik’s rich artistic and cultural
community,” Cr Perkins said.
“Council prides itself on being a
strong supporter of the arts on all
levels.
“Congratulations to the winners and
all the finalists for their impressive and
inspiring works.”
Sculptor Clive Murray-White, an
artist-in-residence at the Dunmoochin
art collective, took out the $500

Mayor’s Award for his work, Assisted
Suiseki No: 9.
Cr Perkins said, “This striking piece
can be viewed from any angle and
immediately caught my eye as it is both
contemporary and timeless.”
The open and local prizes are
acquisitive, and the winning works
will be included in the Nillumbik Shire
Art Collection.
Emily said the calibre of the works
was extremely high and there was a
wonderful cross-section of works in
all different media.
She said “Return” has been
interpreted in a variety of different
ways by the artists.
“These have included an exploration
of returning to a sense of ones-self,
of true identity — also stories of
migration and connections to or
memories of home as well as ideas
of what returning to normal might
be in the COVID context as well as an
exploration of retuning to different
techniques and methods.
“So there has been a very diverse
range of very insightful and creative

responses to the one theme,” Emily
said.
The biennial prize was judged by
Miriam Kelly, Curator at the Australian
Centre for Contemporary Art; Georgia
Cribb, Director of Bunjil Place Gallery
and Victoria Lynn, Director of
TarraWarra Museum of Art.
The finalists were shortlisted by
an independent panel of industry
experts: Francis E. Parker, Curator
of Exhibitions at Monash University
Museum of Art, Jade Bitar, Visual Arts
Officer at the City of Stonnington and
Helen Walpole, independent art and
museum curator.
The Finalist Exhibition is now open
at Montsalvat until July 1, 2021.
Entry is free.
Montsalvat is currently open
Thursday to Sunday, 10am–4pm.
Visitors are encouraged to vote
for their favourite artwork in the
People’s Choice Award, which will be
announced on July 15, 2021.
For more information about the
Nillumbik Prize for Contemporary
Art, go to nillumbik.vic.gov.au/npca
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Foreground: Lisa Sewards, Found in the Woods Snow Globe 2020

Foreground: Kylie Stillman, Verso 2020

Arrayah Loynd, Difficult 2020

Pauline Dewar, The Flight of the Bogong Moths 2020

Anne-Marie Zanette, From which do we attain our
maturity - inside out or outside in? 2019

Foreground: Linda De Toma, Riptide 2020

Nusra Latif Qureshi, Remnant Blessings-I 2020

Josh Simpson, Down Home 2020
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Artist with a bird’s
eye perspective
By SUSAN FOREMAN
WARRANDYTE based artist Steffanie
Tisi is presenting an exhibition of her
work at the Warrandyte Mechanics’
Institute Hall in June.
Her exhibition, From Above will
feature a new collection of works.
Steffanie told the Diary she paints
large abstract pieces specialising in

acrylic on canvas, inspired by nature.
“My main inspiration has always
been natural landscapes and aerial
shots, so in this collection I am really
nailing down on it and hope people
can see my art from a different point
of view.”
She said she has been painting on
and off since high school however, she

Live music revival
explodes at the RSL

developed a love of abstract art three
years ago and has not stopped since.
“I started to really create more
during lock down, and now it is slowly
becoming my life and something I
have been taking a lot more seriously.”
From Above will be a one night
only event on Saturday, June 5, at the
Warrandyte Mechanics’ Institute Hall.

By DON HUGHES
THE LIVE music revival continues
in Warrandyte.
Another high voltage Melbourne
band “The Crawdaddys” will have
you dancing and reminiscing—
performing your favourites from the
60s to the present.
The Crawdaddy’s were established
about ten years ago, and in that time
have developed a reputation for fun.
The band regularly sells out the
venues it plays, as their fans know
they will put on a great rock and
roll show.
Their music covers hits from the
60s/70s and 80s and the band likes

to mix it up with great songs that not
every cover band would play.
Led by Amy Clarke on vocals the
band will impress you with their
versatility and spontaneity.
This is a show that will raise the
roof at the Warrandyte RSL on
Sunday May 30.
Drinks are at RSL prices, along
with a sausage sizzle and cheese
platters available for purchase.
Tickets are $10 each through
trybooking.com and must be
pre-purchased and presented on
arrival.
An over 18’s event — doors open
at 4pm and strictly close at 8pm.

It’s all happening Launching the Library of Things
down at the Hall
By ADRIAN RICE
WE HAVE BEEN busy down at the
Mechanics’ Institute Hall, and the
place is being regularly used by
all manner of groups — dancers,
singers, martial artists and of course,
Warrandyte Theatre Company (WTC).
The Arts Association together with
Jane Annois’ Warrandyte Pottery are
excited, as we approach winter, to be
holding a free theatre and music event
as part of Manningham Council’s
Grass Roots Recovery program, on
May 22, from 4–6:30 pm.
Music is by Jay Smith and Michelle
MToneZ and The Vocal Agents.
While W TC will stage the very
popular and funny (and short) one
act play, Time Flies.
Bookings are essential and can be
booked at:
www.trybooking.com/BQUIZ
After sp ending most of 2020
scratching our heads wondering
about how to get back to business in
the Mechanics’’ Institute Hall, now we
can barely stay out of the place.

??

No sooner had we completed the
Theatre Company (sell out) run of Love
Letters than we were auditioning for
another show — this time Love/Sick
by John Cariani.
Observant readers with decent
memories will recall us staging
Almost, Maine by the same author in
2011 — this play which is similar in
“construction”, is nine quirky vignettes
about love and will run from June 18
to July 3.
It is very popular and is extremely
funny.
We have also auditioned and cast an
additional show for this year – Visitors
by Barney Norris, to run in August and
later Calendar Girls in September.
Aficionados of the absurd will be
delighted to know that we held the first
meeting of writers who will create the
Warrandyte Follies — to be directed by
Matt Wallace and Lawrence Phelan —
and coming at the “very special new
time” of November.
We look forward to seeing you soon
down at the hall.

By EMMA EDMONDS
WARRANDYTE NEIGHBOURHOOD
House Library of Things is a new not
for profit equipment lending service.
We are starting the library in response
to community discussion around
reducing waste and borrowing instead
of buying.
The library will provide access to
a variety of items, which members

can borrow, saving money, reducing
landfill and contributing to a more
resourceful, sharing community.
Our speciality will be kitchen and
reusable party packs, but we will
have other categories, that we add
to over time, including camping
equipment, outdoor games and even
a mini jumping castle.
We’d love you to come along to our

launch party on Monday, May 17 at
12:30pm to find out more.
The launch will include a cooking
demonstration by nutritionist Marleina
Vella, a free community lunch and the
opportunity to view the library’s stock.
Free but bookings required.
Book on our Website or call 9844 1839.
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.
org.au

Is your life affected by hearing loss?
It’s time to see our caring audiologist & find out how
you can enjoy hearing your best again!

CALL 9844 5863 NOW
Award-winning Audiology Hearing Clinic

Shop 5, 90 Melbourne Hill Rd Warrandyte
www.ivoryhearing.com.au

See the difference,
shop local
Opening hours: Tue, Thurs, Fri 10am–5pm, Sat 9am–1pm
Ph 9844 4422 warrandyte@eyeson.com.au
Goldfields Plaza Warrandyte
Experienced Optometrists Locally Owned and Run
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what’s happening
Event: No Lights, No Lycra
Where: Mechanics Institute Hall
Yarra Street , Warrandyte
When: Wednesdays 7pm-8pm
Cost:
$8.50
Info:
Dance in the dark your way ! There are no lights, no
moves to learn, no teacher - just you, the music, and other likeminded souls who love to let go to great music. And no one is
watching ! Bookings through Trybooking
Event: Adulting 101 — Cooking up a storm
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
When: Tuesday, May 11, 6:30pm–8:30pm
Cost:
$10
Info:
You can’t get more need-to-know than being able to
feed yourself. Have some fun learning to cook simple and cheap
recipes that you’ll get to eat at the end of the session. For ages
15–25 only. See below for booking details.
Event: Community Morning Tea
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
When: Thursday, May 13, 11am
Cost:
Free
Info: Join your local community with a cuppa and a chat, and
something yummy to eat. Bookings required for catering.
Event: Open Mic Night
Where Warrandyte RSL
When: Thursday, May 13, 6:30pm
Info:
Open mic gives everyone a chance to get on stage in a
supportive environment. Every second Thursday of the month.
Event: “Library of Things” launch
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
When: Monday, May 17, 12:30pm
Cost:
Free
Info:
Join us as we launch our Library of Things — an
equipment library by the community for the community.

Pop up performances
Saturday, May 15, Diamond Creek
The very naughty artist is back on the
loose with the police from Stiltwalkers
Australia on his tail along the Diamond
Creek Parkrun and Diamond Creek
Trail, 9am–9:40am before moving
through Diamond Creek until 10:50am.
Saturday, May 22, St Andrews
High fashion with a beastly twist, the
African Savannah collides with Coco
Chanel, these zebras might be out of their
natural environment, but they certainly
know how to strut their stuff. See them
perform at the St Andrews Market and
around town: 10am–10:40am, 11:15am–
11:55am, 12:30pm–1:10pm.
Sunday, May 23, Eltham
The high-fashion zebras are back to
parade through the Eltham Farmers’
Market, 8:45am–9.25am before trotting

Affordable, convenient, and kinder to the planet. Enjoy a cooking
demo followed by the launch and an opportunity to browse our
Library. Bookings required. See below for booking details.
Event: Doncaster VIEW Club Meeting
Where: Manningham Club, 1 Thompsons Road, Bulleen
When: Tuesday, May 18, 11am
Registration: (Shirley) 9879 2380
Info:
We warmly welcome ladies to join this friendly group
who support “The Smith Family” in providing education for
disadvantaged Australian Children.
Event: Website for small biz
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
When: Starts Wednesday, May 19
Cost:
$50 (ACFE funded place)
Info:
Create a website in just 10 days, using Wix. Suitable for
beginners. Starting point for those wishing to upskill, get their
side hustle or small business online. Intensive course. See below
for booking details.
Event: Theatre and Music
Where: Warrandyte Mechanics’ Institute Hall
Yarra Street, Warrandyte
When: Saturday, May 22, 4pm - 6:30pm
Cost:
Free
Info: Music is by Jay Smith and Michelle MToneZ and The Vocal
Agents. WTC perform the one act play, Time Flies.
Bookings are essential: trybooking.com/BQUIZ

Event: Paint ‘n’ Sip Workshop
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
When: Saturday, May 29, 3pm–6pm
Cost:
$57 (10 per cent discount for mother and daughter
booking. Call to arrange)
Info:
Create your own beautiful artwork, using a pre-drawn
base, guided by artist Graeme West. A fun, relaxed workshop, for
all skill levels, including beginners. Give it a try, you’ll be glad
you did. BYO preferred tipple. Glassware supplied. See below for
booking details.
Event: Bands by the Bridge: The Crawdaddys
Where Warrandyte RSL
When: Suncay, May 30, 4pm - 8pm
Cost:
$10
Info:
Another high explosive Melbourne band “The
Crawdaddys” will have you dancing and reminiscing - performing
your favourites from the 60’s to the present.
Bookings through Trybooking.
Event: Adult’s Drawing
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
When: Wednesday, June 2, 12pm–2pm, 4 weeks
Cost:
$97
Info:
Learn from a skilled professional, either as someone
new to drawing or for those looking to practise their skills.
Explore and experiment in a friendly and relaxed class, that is fun.
See below for booking details.

Event: Yarra Valley VIEW Club Lunch
Where: Dorset Gardens Hotel, Croydon
When: Tuesday, May 25, 12pm
Registration: (Val) 0429 007 728
Info:
Make, Bake and Grow Auction — a fundraiser to raise
money to support the education of students sponsored by Yarra
Valley View Club.

Artbeat

off to Eltham Town and the shopping
precinct 9:55am–10:35am, and then
getting a taste of farm life at Edendale
C o m m u n i t y E n v i ro n m e n t Fa r m
11:15am–11:55am.
Wednesday, May 26, Yarrambat and
Arthurs Creek
Keep an eye out for the Fantastic
Flamingo from New Heights Circus, who
will be bringing their best disco moves
to Yarrambat. Locations and times TBC
before dancing up a storm in Arthurs
Creek at 3:10pm.
Saturday 29 May, Eltham and Mystery
Location
Full of fruity fun, Tina Colada from New
Heights Circus will bring the tropics to
the Eltham Leisure Centre from 11am to
12pm before taking her sunny vibes to a
mystery location from 12:30pm-1:30pm
— stay tuned!

Focus Group Sessions
Each session will open with a live
performance or art activity.
• Saturday 12 June, 10:30am-12:30pm
Edendale Community Environment
Farm, Eltham North
• Saturday 12 June, 6:30pm-8:30pm
Anglers Club, Hurstbridge
• Sunday 13 June 2021, 1pm-3pm St
Andrews Community Centre
• Sunday 13 June, 6pm-8pm
Plenty Hall
• Monday 14 June, 10:30am-12:30pm
Eltham Little Theatre
• Monday 14 June, 6:30pm-8:30pm
Montsalvat Great Hall
• Tuesday 15 June, 4pm-6pm
Araluen art Studio/pottery room

Tel: 9844 1839
Email: admin@wnh.org.au
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au

Local markets
Park Orchards Market
Saturday, May 15
10am–2pm
Park Orchards Primary,
1-3 Bowmore Avenue,
Park Orchards
Warrandyte
Riverside Market
Saturday, June 5
8am–1pm
Stiggants Reserve

St Andrews
Community Market
Saturdays
9am–2pm
Kangaroo Ground St Andrews Road,
St Andrews
Eltham Farmers’ Market
and Food Swap
Sunday, May 30
9am–1pm
(food swap 9:30–10:30am)
Eltham Town Mall

DIARY CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
THE DIARY IS SEEKING DISTRIBUTION ASSISTANCE
We are looking for a driver one day per month, to collect
newspapers and take them to our distribution points
around Warrandyte and surrounds.
Own car required.
Remuneration available to cover time and expenses.
Contact editor@warrandytediary.com.au
or phone 9844 0555

PUBLIC NOTICE
GOT SOMETHING TO TELL THE WORLD?
Diary classifieds are a great way of delivering your
message to Warrandyte and beyond.
Birth announcements, employment opportunities or a
room for rent, Diary classifieds are a cost effective way
to advertise.
Contact info@warrandytediary.com.au
or phone 9844 0555

SERVICES
CHAUFFURED TRANSFERS
Arrive safely in style &
comfort. Airport transfer,
parties, weddings. City &
suburb to suburb. Up to 8
passengers & luggage.
Call Clive for bookings
0412 556 801.

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

Monika Lambelle (RN)
Anti Wrinkle & Dermal Filler Treatments
0404 532 342
labellevisage.aesthetic
Based inWarrandyte

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates
Certified Practising Accountants

AFL WEEKEND SPECIAL
COME DOWN & WATCH THE GAME ON
THE BIG SCREEN.
Deal 1 - Chicken Parma, Chips & Pot of Beer $20
Deal 2 - Medium Traditional Pizza & Pot of Beer $15
Deal
al 3 - Woodfired Pizza & Pot of Beer $23
De
AVAILABLE THURSDAY - SUNDAY
Ph: 9844 0396
104 Melbourne Hill Rd, Warrandyte
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The art of making a photo book
talking images
By BILL McAULEY
MAKING A BOOK of your favourite
photographic collections is a fun
way to express yourself, and also
keep a record of your best work or
significant family snaps.
You may have an artistic theme
you are working on or it might be a
collection of creative photographs
from your memorable holiday
overseas.
Many companies such as Facebook,
Blurb and Snapfish have really
affordable options available for you
to make a book.
They will provide a template for you
to upload your images and captions
and can deliver the finished book or
books to your home.
You can make as many copies as
you like.
When Denise Illing, Jane Annois and
I saw the Year of Wonders exhibition
and projection event, we decided to
make a book to celebrate the talent
of Warrandyte’s photographers, after
all they had done a tremendous job
of photographing the wonder of our
world during the 2020 lockdown.
Firstly, we made a mock up or “mud
map” of the intended book, which
was a 104 page sketch pad.
We also employed a graphic
designer, Stephen Freeman to lay
out the book for us.
We chose the pictures for the front
cover and roughly sketched the
cover design and sent it to Stephen
to professionally lay out the cover
and choose an appropriate font for
the lettering.
Then came the fun bit, we spread
out black and white printouts of each

picture and decided which page to
display them on, we quickly decided
where each image went and then
rang each photographer to make
sure we had the correct caption for
the picture.
We then chose a superior paper
quality to make sure the book was
beautiful to look at and the quality
was first class.
Each of these choices added on to
the cost of the print run but we were
determined to produce a quality
book to showcase the local talent.
We delivered the finished mud
map to the designer and after he
had placed all the photographs, the
forward, captions et cetera, he sent
us back the finished art to approve.
After we approved the design,
the artwork was sent to Courtney
Colour Graphics, a local Melbourne
printer, who had previously printed
two other great quality books for me.
They didn’t let us down and the
books have been delivered and look
fantastic.
Our Year of Wonders will be
available at Quinton’s SUPA IGA,
Warrandyte Post Office and at
Pottery Co. adjacent to Lions Park.
Cost $40 each.

3
1

Photos:
1 Laying out the B&W image of the
Golden Whistler by Gregory Coonghe
on to the mud map.
2 Gregory Coonghe’s image as it
appears in full colour.
3 Sizing up the images on my
computer before sending them to the
designer. Pic of Blue-Tongue lizard by
Shirley Bendle.
4 The final result.

2
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Museum comes back to life
By SANDI MILLER
AFTER HAVING its doors locked for
over a year, Warrandyte Historical
Society’s museum was the place to be
on a sunny Sunday in April.
Members mingled with the
Manningham Mayor and several
other councillors at a “welcome back”
afternoon tea held in the grounds of
the Warrandyte Museum.
WHS President Margaret Kelly told
the Diary she was overjoyed with the
support the councillors showed to the
Society in attending the function.
During the event, Margaret shared
the good news that the Warrandyte
Museum at 111 Yarra Street, would
be opening again soon, but initially
only for one day per week, until some
details around rosters can be finalised.
She said doors would open in early
June, once the committee has ensured
the museum can operate in a COVIDsafe manner.
Margaret told the Di ar y , the
Society is always looking for new and
enthusiastic members and volunteers
to help preserve our town’s history.
Visit whsoc.org.au/membership/
to see how you can help.

John Hanson and Cr Carli Lange

Valerie Polley and Mayor Andrew Conlon

Well attended afternoon tea
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Because he can can can!
By SANDI MILLER
WONGA PARK son, James Bryers
is taking to the stage in the Baz
Luhrmann spectacular, opening soon
at the Regent Theatre.
James Bryers grew up in Wonga Park,
going to school at Wonga Park Primary
School and then Melba College, before
heading to Perth to study at the West
Australian Academy of Performing
Arts (WAAPA).
James has now landed a key role
in Moulin Rouge! The Musical, which
opens at the Regent Theatre in August.
Staged by the original Broadway
Director Alex Timbers, when it opens,
Melbourne will be the only place in
the world with the show in production.
W i t h B ro a d w a y c u r re n t l y i n
lockdown, the producers are a focusing
on staging “spectacular spectacular”
here in Melbourne.
Alex said, “The calibre of these
performers was truly staggering, and
it was clear to everyone on the artistic
team what an incredible creative
epicentre Australia is for musical
theatre.
“I’m thrilled with the brilliant cast of
34 we’ve assembled and simply can’t
wait to get into the rehearsal room with
them, and for audiences in Melbourne
to be as dazzled as we are by their
power, skill, humour, and heart.”
James sat down with the Diary to talk
about his exciting new role.
He said the audition process with the
American and Australian creatives was
a “lovely experience”.
“Sometimes when you go into
an audition room and the stress is
heightened, because we all want to do
our best, and the people behind the
panel can be very intimidating and not
give you much.
“That just makes it a little more
stressful, you think ‘am I doing it right?’,
you just question everything.
“But with Moulin Rouge they were
really arms open, really personable”.
He said the producers and director
made the cast feel welcome and “free
to just do what we do” during the
audition process.
“I am looking forward to working
with them in rehearsals, because of
the experience I had in the auditions,”
he said.
The original auditions were held in
person with Broadway Director Alex
Timbers at the beginning of 2020,
however the international creatives
had to get on a plane when COVID-19
started to emerge.
“Over the course of the next year it
was kind of strange, because a lot of it
was over video and zoom and then it
wasn’t until over the last few months
that we could have normal auditions
again.”
The original open call auditions
saw over 2,000 submissions and the
production company auditioned 479
performers to fill 34 roles.
James said he feels “very, very lucky
and blessed” to be included in the cast.
James has been cast as a “Male
Principal Swing”, he explained that
means he is understudy to multiple
roles and can be called in to step in to
one of them at any time.
“I will be covering two of the lead
roles, I will be covering impresario
Harold Zeigler and the Duke,” he said.

Broadway Production Photos: MATT MURPHY

James Bryers

In past productions, he has covered
a combination of lead and ensemble
roles.
“It can be pretty hectic, I think the
most I have had in a show was seven
roles I had to understudy, which can
be crazy.
It can be pretty last-minute getting
thrown on stage when someone has
injured themselves or they get sick.”
With just two roles to cover in this
production, he said he was excited to
be able to get his teeth sunk deeper
into the roles.
“In saying that, reading the script
and listening to the soundtrack, they
do have some big things to do, so it is
not like it is going to be a piece of cake.
“It is going to be exciting, also the
two guys that I am understudying are
very talented and some big shoes to fill
when I do go on stage.”
Alinta Chidzey (Chicago, West Side
Story) will star as the courtesan Satine,
with Des Flanagan as bohemian
dreamer Christian.
Simon Burke will play legendary club
impresario Harold Zidler and Andrew
Cook will play The Duke.
James admitted to having a little bit
of awe about understudying someone
he watched on TV in his childhood.
I am really lucky to understudy
Simon Burke, because I grew up
watching Playschool, so a little bit of
like ‘aagh’, and it is going to be quite
strange.

“I have met him once, but I have
never gotten to know him, so I am
looking forward to the opportunity of
working with him.”
James is no stranger to working on
big productions, starring as Eddie/
Doctor Scott in the National touring
production of The Rocky Horror Show,
and has tread the boards at the Sydney
Opera House, and the Princess and Her
Majesty’s Theatres in Melbourne.
But he is looking forward to stepping
out onto the Regent’s stage and being
back in Melbourne.
“All of my family are still in Melbourne
and are still living around the corner in
Lilydale,” he said.
Like the rest of the entertainment
industry, James is seeing a sense of
relief coming out of COVID lockdown,
and the camaraderie is already building
with the rest of the cast.
“Coming out of COVID we all just
want to put on a really great show,
and a feeling of family is already very
apparent.
“I think it is quite fitting for the type
of show that it is, this group of artists
that are coming together and trying to
survive and to put on a show against
all odds.
“Moulin Rouge! The Musical is very
relevant in that way today in the current
situation we are coming out of this
thing [COVID], ‘let’s come together to
put on a show against all odds’, it is kind
of funny in that regards,” James said.

Did you know?
Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

warrandytevet.com.au

Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to your
design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

WARRANDYTE DIARY IS
THE “BEST COMMUNITY
NEWSPAPER” IN
VICTORIA.
SUPPORT THE PAPER
THAT SUPPORTS
YOUR COMMUNITY.
ADVERTISE HERE TO BE
SEEN BY THOUSANDS
OF READERS EACH
MONTH.
SIZE OPTIONS FOR
EVERY BUDGET.

He told the Diary he was optimistic
about the COVID situation.
“Worldwide it can be quite scary to
think of what might happen, but I am
really confident in our country’s ability
to stick with how it is going.
“It hasn’t been ideal for a lot of
places, we have been lucky, yes, and
seeing how other shows are running,
like Frozen and, recently, Shrek, this is

great for the industry and so I am really
optimistic about it.
“You have got to be, right?”
Moulin Rouge! The Musical opens
in August at the Regent Theatre,
Melbourne.
Tickets are now available for
performances up to December 26,
2021 through Ticketmaster.

WARRANDYTE
GLASS
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

Bocca Family Restaurant
9844 0396
104 Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte
Seniors receive a 10% Discount when mentioning this ad.
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Classic Films: Citizen Kane (1941)
classic movies
By JUDY DUNGEY
I AM SURE YOU don’t want to hear yet
another review about this film, widely
regarded as the best movie ever made.
Don’t worry, I won’t try and add to the
millions of critiques and opinions that
have been written about this amazing
film.

Instead, I want to focus on the
similarities between Citizen Kane and
the life of William Randolph Hearst.
If you are the one person on earth that
hasn’t seen Citizen Kane, you should
know that the movie opens with the
death of an old man, alone in a vast
mansion, who’s last enigmatic word is
the immortal: “Rosebud”.
A newsreel bio then gives us the gist of
the events of the old man’s life.
He is Charles Foster Kane, a
millionaire newspaper mogul from
humble beginnings, who built a media
empire based on “yellow journalism”
— the kind of journalism we now
recognise as the Murdoch brand —
splashy headlines and a focus on
sensationalism rather than objective,
fact-based reporting (like you get in
Warrandyte Diary).
His life was beset with scandals and
triumphs, secrets and lies, brilliance
and failures.
He sp e nt d e ca d e s bu i l d i ng a
fantastical palace filled with the art
treasures of the world and then just
grew old there, first with his second

wife and finally, alone.
A reporter sets out to discover the
meaning behind the word “Rosebud”,
and the story unfolds through his
interviews with the (mostly) embittered
people who knew him.
In the end, the reporter fails to
uncover the meaning of the word and
all it would reveal about the innermost
thoughts and feelings of a great man.
Only the audience discovers the sad,
painful truth in the final moments of
the film.
In fact, there were real similarities
between William Randolph Hearst and
Charles Foster Kane, although Hearst
did not come from humble beginnings.
Kane buys his first paper on a whim,
while Hearst was given management
of his first paper by his father, who
acquired it as payment for a gambling
debt.
Both Kane and Hearst were thrown
out of University.
Both had failures in politics, although
Hearst actually served in the House of
Representatives, but failed in his runs
for Governor and President.
Both had mistresses: Kane tried to
make his into an opera singer, while
Hearst worked to promote the movie
career of his companion, Marion
Davies.
Both spent millions and plundered
the world to create their huge estates
and art collections.
Hearst created a 250,000 acre
“Enchanted Hill” at San Simeon, on
the California coast, while Kane called
his estate on the Florida Gulf coast
“Xanadu”.

Hmmm, who else do we know that
owns a fantastic estate in Florida?
BTW, Hearst’s Castle does indeed
exist and was deeded to the State of
California in 1958.
You can get an idea of the place at
hearstscastle.org
The film is famous for its innovative
lighting and camera angles, including
low viewpoints that make the
characters seem like giants or gods
as they go about their work, literally
playing with people’s lives.
“You provide the prose poems; I’ll
provide the war”, says Kane.
Hearst is reportedly quoted as
saying “You provide the pictures; I’ll
provide the war”.
Hearst tried his best to have the film
banned or destroyed and his papers
refused to advertise it.
Consequently, its financial success
was somewhat subdued, but that did
not stop the Oscars and awards from
rolling in, even to this day.
And why does Citizen Kane have
such resonance? Perhaps we
recognise the modern incarnations of
those two “gods” and the undeniable
effect their machinations have had
on our lives.
As Rupert Murdoch ages rapidly and
Donald Trump licks his wounds and
plots an old-age revenge, thoughts
of succession become urgent, and
we are reminded of an obscenely
wealthy old man dying alone and
friendless, surrounded by the remains
of a culture his egotism has trampled
And we wonder if it’s all been worth it.

Images copyright Mercury Pictures/RKO

Melbourne...On top, on top!

Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au
A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

#11174

Does your Roof
need Attention?

#530717

Residential roof report & quotation on:
Cement & Terracotta Tile Restorations.
High pressure cleaning Rebed & repoint
Seal & colour resurfacing

All work guaranteed - Fully insured - Pensioner/Senior discount
‘FREE
OZ VENT’
*conditions apply

9897 1688

Our promise is you will be delighted

Est’d 1982
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Dancing with autumn delights
remarkable trees
By JENNAH ROSE
Meeting with Remarkable Trees is a
monthly reflection on the old, the
sacred, the mysterious and the poetic
in Manningham’s suburbs.
For May, I cannot help but find
pleasure in the colours of autumn,
despite that in reality the seasons of
the northern hemisphere don’t exactly
fit well with Australia’s diverse climate.
In the burbs of Manningham, it is
a joy to spot a vibrant burst among
the green or enjoy a driveway lined
with deciduous trees turning with the
colder southerlies and diminishing
light.
So I intend to share such an
encounter with you.
But first, the background to what’s
going on.
Having evolved with the need to
survive snow-filled winters, deciduous
trees make use of all available resources
when they sense the seasonal shift.
They initiate a number of processes
as this happens.
During the summer they are literally
hard at work photosynthesising and
converting all available sunlight into
a sugars which they store under their
“skin”.
When temperatures change and the
sandman comes knocking, deciduous
trees know to slow down and shut up
shop as a means of protection.
They begin to reduce the moisture
content in their wood to avoid a freeze
which would otherwise cause their
wood to crack.
As their under-skin storage fills from
the labours of summer, they cease
photosynthesis and begin to retrieve
nutrients from their leaves.
These are kept underground in the
tree’s root system, and what we see as
the radiance of autumn is chlorophyll

being broken down and tucked away
ready for use the following spring.
And so it is that we can enjoy such
radiance while the cold months are
yet to fully arrive.
It has been a quandary deciding
which tree to highlight this month,
as there are so many varieties and
colours: oaks, beeches, birches, plane
trees and maples with yellows, golds,
reds, oranges and browns.
For that reason, I have focused on a
very pretty little thing that caught my
eye as I was driving down Head Street
in Donvale, a species named Cercis
canadensis that when changing for
winter, displays nearly all the abovementioned colours.
Nat ive to t h e n o r t h A me r i ca
continent, its common name is Forest
Pansy or Eastern Redbud due to
its springtime clusters of rosy-pink
flowers.
Because its summer leaves range
from pale to bright to dark green,
this provides a wonderful contrast
to the warmer tones as chlorophyl is
withdrawn.
This particular eye-catching tree I
spotted is young, perhaps no more
than a few years old, and its beauty
is poetic like the innocence of youth.
I feel joy to see it from a distance, its
self-assured “here I am” singing out
from its garden.
Clearly it has been placed for
admiration.
Most striking though, is the shape
of its leaves.
This tree is the epitome of autumn
romance, its limbs effervescent with a
thousand quivering hearts.
I am seduced by a seasonal tango,
every breath of wind beckoning, each
leaf joining the sensual dance.
Succumbing to the rhythm, wind and
leaf tip and swirl, sweeping through
the canopy partnered in playful
provocation.
A final gust has them surrendering to

Vale, John Voller

Potter and ceramicist
JOHN VOLLER was a renowned exhibiting potter who won
numerous awards for his ceramics, both functional and
ornamental.
The son of Cora Voller (who was still creating ceramics and
firing them in her kiln in her early nineties), John produced a
range of beautiful pieces or pottery at his home in Third Street,
Warrandyte.
John was not confined to the production of beautiful pottery
pieces though.
Together with wife Jan, he ran The Clay Pot which started life
as a small shop below the Inglenook Cafe in 1971 before moving
to larger premises. at 272 Yarra Street, Warrandyte.
This gallery/shop specialising in pottery and craft flourished
during the craft era of the 1970s and beyond.
John and Jan were passionate about supporting local artists
and potters, many of whom supported the gallery over decades.

a burst of fiery passion.
I am completely captivated by this
tree’s free spirit.
As it yields to release, its colours
are whisked away in a frolic of joyous
laughter.
My laughter or the trees?
For sure, this little one and her
autumnal ballet have shifted my
mood from the contracted thoughts
of winter’s approach and the endless
“must do’s”.
She has reminded me that there is joy
to be found if we seek it in the simple
pleasures on offer.
I drive home in gratitude, elated
that such enjoyment can appear so
suddenly and turn the day into such a
pretty and delightful encounter.
So here’s to the brief but happy dance
of deciduous autumn, and may we
remember to dance with our hearts
and find ways to frolic through the
winter months.
Jennah is captivated by the quiet,
unassuming presence of trees and is
currently training to facilitate Forest
Therapy. If you have a favourite tree
you’d like to share, please email her
jennahmrose@outlook.com

Memorial for
Peta Walker

WITH HEAVY hearts full of love, we will be celebrating the life
of Peta Walker.
The celebration will be held from 2 pm on Friday, May 21, 2021
at the Warrandyte Sports Centre (beside the oval in Taroona
Avenue).
We will have a board at the entrance and would love you to
bring a photo of Peta with a memory or message on the back to
add to the board.
On the day, we ask you to please be colourful and bright to help
us celebrate our beautiful Peta.
We ask you to please donate to the Breast Cancer Network of
Australia in lieu of flowers.

Lawn Mowing And Whipper Snipping
Backyard Clean Up Services
Tree Pruning And Removal
Weeding And Mulching
Hedge Trimming
Property Maintenance
& Odd Jobs

0400 548 468

local reliable experienced

Memorial for
Lee Dehmel

GARDENING
POSITION
AVAILABLE

two birds
and a barrow

GARDENING

specialising in natural Australian gardens

Jake Clancy mob.
Qualified Arborist

0411 311 824
@clancysgardencare

0488 994 669

2birdsandabarrow@gmail.com
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Encouraging inquiring minds at ACPS
BY AMANDA CALLAWAY
ANDERSON’S CREEK Primary School
(ACPS) has kicked off the term with a
variety of engaging inquiry topics.
Fo r ma ny s tu d e nt s, i t i s t h e
questioning, exploring, observing and
analysing that inquiry topics offer, that
capture their interest most.
Great effort goes into planning an
interesting introduction to a new unit
of work, which is designed to build
interest in the topic and generate
questions that students would like to
explore.
Foundation students have started a
unit called, Staying Alive.
Level coordinator, Ms Anna Verga
said, “In this unit the children will
learn about the many things they can
do to stay healthy, how the body works
and how we change as we get older.
The children will also study their five
senses and discover the important role
they play in their daily lives”.
The Foundation students were
introduced to their Inquiry topic using
‘provocation’ tables.
“The purpose for this activity was
to provoke questions, discussions
and curiosity about our topic”, said
Ms Verga.
Provocations can come in many
forms, such as; photos, a picture,
a book, items from nature or other
objects.
“Our provocation tables included
objects such as: toothpaste, a skeleton,
a blanket, fruit and vegetables and a
pair of runners”, said Mrs Verga.
The children had fun walking around,
observing and talking to each other
about the various items.
The students then had the
opportunity to come together and
record some of their wonderings,
which will be explored throughout
the term.
“Encouraging students to voice their

ideas and explore their wonderings,
will help to direct the course of this
Inquiry unit,” Ms Verga added.
Foundation student, Owen, asked
“What does our pancreas do?”
W h i l e o t h e r s t u d e n t s ra i s e d
questions about the brain, bones and
how our body heals.
The Grade 1 and 2 students will be
studying Mini Beasts and Life Cycles
this term.
Level coordinator, Ms Jessica
O’Sullivan said, “We look forward
to the Living Eggs Program, where
students will be able to watch eggs
hatch into baby chicks.”
The Grade 1/2 students will also
be having a Marvellous Mini Beast
incursion, where students will
be given the opportunity to learn
about lifecycles, food chains and
adaptations, hold and feed a range of
mini beasts and examine mini beasts
with microscopes.
“Students will also be able to catch,
examine and identify aquatic water
bugs,” said Ms O’Sullivan.
As part of the introduction to this
unit, the students were involved in a
mini beast hunt.
Grade 2 student, X avier, said
“We looked for mini beasts in the
playground and then had to look up
the ones we didn’t know about.”
The Inquiry unit for the Grade 3 and
4 students will take on a geographical
focus, where students will explore the
similarities and differences between
Australia and countries in South
America and Africa.
Level coordinator, Ms Brooke
Eastwood said, “They will investigate
the similarities and differences
between the climate, landscape, flora
and fauna of these three continents.”
Students will receive an email
explaining that a zoo will need to be
set up to host endangered species
from Africa and South America as a

breeding program, in order to help
prevent the species’ chances from
becoming extinct.
“The idea is to then look at the ideal
living conditions of each species and
identify where in Australia this zoo
should be located, where the climate
and landscape are the most similar,”
said Ms Eastwood.
Students will look at comparing
rainfall and temperatures between
the three continents as well as the
geographical features.
Grade 3 and 4 students were treated
to an exploration at the Werribee Zoo
to begin their Inquiry unit.
“My favourite part of the day was the
safari”, said Grade 4 student, Zac.
“The students were thrilled to see the
animals roaming around and it was
evident that the children were having
fun exploring their new topic,” said Ms
Eastwood.
For the Grade 5 and 6 students, the
main curriculum foci for Inquiry are
the domains of History, Indigenous
Studies and Politics, through the lens
of the Australian Gold Rush.
Grade 5/6 teacher, Ms Alysha Buzzini
said, “Students will work through the
timeline of this period, beginning with
what Victoria was like before gold
was discovered, through to life on the
goldfields and the events that led to the
Eureka Stockade.”
To initiate interest and promote

questions, the senior students
participated in an excursion to
Sovereign Hill.
Grade 5 student Erin, was invited to
speak at a school assembly and share
her reflection about the experience.
“We had the opportunity to see a
gold pour and the lady made 230,000
dollars of gold.
“We also went in the gold mine where

we got to see the mining conditions.
“In our free time we got to pan for
gold, see what school was like back
then and how they used transport”.
It has been an exciting start to Term 2.
The appealing excursions,
provocation tables and mini beast
hunts, have hooked the students in,
and we now look forward to exploring
and learning about their wonderings.

2022 Senior School

Scholarships

APPLY NOW

billanook.vic.edu.au
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From student to Acting Principal: welcome Nieta
By EMMA CLARK GRATTON
STUDENTS, parents and staff at
Warrandyte Primary School have a
new Acting Principal in Nieta Manser.
As an ex-WPS student and Warrandyte
local, Nieta has been warmly welcomed
by the school community over the past
term.
I sat down with Nieta, so we can all
learn a little more about her.
What is your favourite thing about
living in Warrandyte?
The things I love about Warrandyte
change over the years depending on
where I am in life.
When my four children were young,
I loved that they had space to roam
and play outdoors and so many
opportunities to make friends in their
community.
My children are now getting older
and I now have come to appreciate
the vibrant culture in Warrandyte that

allows us to socialise with friends and
family.
What do you love about teaching?
When you teach and even as a
principal, no two days are the same.
You know your day will be busy and at
times stressful, but this is counteracted
by the fact that without fail, children
will make you laugh and smile every
day.
Mostly what I love about being a
teacher is that I can have a positive
impact on the lives of the students in
my care.
No matter what is going on in their
lives, I always wanted to create a
classroom where the children could
feel valued, understood and supported
so that they were part of a community
of learners, all working together
towards being their best.
As a kid, what did you want to be
when you grew up?

I was never really clear about what
I wanted to be as a child, and so tried
a few things before finding teaching.
Teaching and being a principal is
a lifestyle rather than a career, and
many teachers come to the craft after
discovering other careers did not
provide the stimulation or satisfaction
that teaching can.
What do you like to do on the
weekends?
I like to write and I try to spend at
least a small amount of time on this
each weekend.
I enjoy a coffee and chat with the
locals at Riverview café.
I love going to French movies with my
two sisters and, like many Warrandyte
parents, my weekends are often taken
up with my children’s sports.
What most excites you about your
new role as Acting Principal of
Warrandyte Primary School?

I am excited to be able to give back
to my community, doing something
that I love.
As a past Warrandyte Primary student
myself, I feel a strong connection to the
school and the community.
Being part of a big picture in
education is something I have grown
to be very passionate about.
I believe that children have the
right to equal access to high-quality
education and so I am also excited to
be able to be part of something bigger
to make that happen for our students.
I love being able to build a team of
passionate teachers that are equipped
with the skills to be the best that they
can be for their students.
I am most excited about being able to
go into the classrooms and spend time
with our students.
They are wonderful, caring children
and I love spending time with them
whenever I can.

AFL Football Academy at Warrandyte High School
FLOURISHING AND thriving are the
words to describe the AFL Academy
at Warrandyte High School.
WHS students, both girls and boys,
from Year 7 to Year 10, are this year
experiencing our AFL skill building
Sports Academy Program
We devote five hours per week
towards this program with our
specially appointed AFL coach, Hugh
Schaeche — now that is what I call
intensive!
The exper iences for our AFL
Program students keep coming!
Participants will shortly commence
having, as part of their training,
sessions with a professional and

experienced nutritionist.
Our amazing coach, together with
our newly appointed nutritionist, have
put together a package that includes
physical resources such as posters and
handouts as well as weekly parent and
athlete nutrition tips.
Exceedingly soon, sports nutrition
and recovery, complete with resources
and presentations, will commence
enhancing our AFL Academy program
even further
But is doesn’t end there — a
professional tackling coach will
be running a few sessions with the
Warrandyte High AFL Academy
students.

Malcolm, our guest star tackling
coach, works with a variety of
professional clubs including being
currently contracted with the Geelong
Football Club.
Malcolm teaches athletes how to
tackle safely and correctly to avoid
injury to yourself and the person you
are tackling.
He educates footballers on a variety
of techniques that promote safety.
We are very exciting to welcome
Malcolm aboard who will indeed be
an amazing and exciting new asset.
He too is looking forward working
with our AFL Academy students.

Basketball Academy at Warrandyte High

High Flyers at
Warrandyte High School
NOT ONLY is Warrandyte High
excited about its vibrant Learning
Excellence Acceleration Program
(LEAP) for Year 7 students,
there are Year 7 students also
participating in the High Ability
Program.
Some Year 7 students are
currently enjoying the Secondary
English High Ability Program
whilst other Year 7 students are
currently thriving in the High
Ability Mathematics Program.
One of the exciting aspects of
the High Ability Program is the
connection our students are able

to make with fellow high ability
students across the state.
Every week these students have
the opportunity to mix with likeminded, academic students.
The Eng l i sh High Ab il it y
students have had to read a novel,
specific to this program, Hive by
A.J. Betts.
Pictured below are Year 7
students participating in the
High Ability Year 7 English or
Maths Program. From left to
right: Toby, Callan, Matthew
and William

THE WARRANDYTE HIGH School
Sports Academy Basketball Program
is thriving!
Students in Year 7 to Year 9, both girls
and boys, are currently experiencing
this awesome intensive skill building
program each week.
Next year this program will also be
open to Year 10 students.
We devote almost five hours of the
school week towards our Basketball
Program — which is a intensive skill
and technique building program in
anyone’s books.

We employ Brad Waters, our
externally appointed Basketball
Coach, who works closely with our
Sports Academy Basketball Program
participants.
The amazing experiences just keep
on coming for our Basketball Academy
students.
Recently our basketballers received
the benefits of special guest star, Matt
Shepherd, Personal Trainer at Assist
PT in Lilydale.
At Warrandyte High School we have
a fully equipped weights training gym

and Matt, our visiting Personal Trainer,
was able to teach our basketballers
some important fitness techniques
in our very own weights and fitness
training gym.
The WHS Sports Academy Basketball
Program happens every Tuesday
and Wednesday at Warrandyte High
School.
And yes — you heard right —
students in our sports academies
devote almost five hours of the school
week towards their chosen sport.
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The Tonys of Warrandyte Tennis Club
By CRAIG HASLAM
Warrandyte Tennis Club
TONY HONEYBORNE and Tony
Neil have made incredibly valuable
contributions to the development of
Warrandyte Tennis Club over recent
years.
Tony Honeyborne was Junior
Convenor and Vice President for 13
years and Tony Neil was President and
Membership Secretary for five years.
Tony Honeyborne
As his daughter Donata made a tennis
comeback at WTC, Tony Honeyborne
saw the need and took on the role of
Junior Convenor.
However, after Donata moved on to
senior tennis, Tony stayed in the role
for a further 10 years.
In that time, he rarely missed setting
up and packing up the club on a
Saturday or Sunday morning (and for
a period, Friday nights too).
While Tony was at the club, he
organised the repairs of just about
anything at the club that needed fixing
or updating.
He added many things for the comfort
of players and parents, including
new seating, line sweepers, baggers,
scoreboards, snacks, washout alerts
and was also team manager to any
team that did not have one.
To Tony, the only reward he required
was seeing the development of the kids
and their love of the game.
He als o rais e d many te ns of
thousands of dollars for the club with
wine fundraisers and trivia nights.
To acknowledge his significant
contribution, Tony has been awarded
life membership at the club.
Tony Neil
Tony Neil joined the committee
during the time of a chaotic
membership process.
Frustrated by the out-of-date data
and system, he used his IT background

Mixed results for
mixed teams
By CRAIG HASLAM
Warrandyte Tennis Club
THE SUMMER tennis season was a
complicated one like all COVID-19
affected sports.
With players withdrawing, players
being added, sections and formats
modified — as well as all the QR
codes, buckets of hand sanitizer
and rain for the two weeks of finals
— we still managed to get through
the season.
Due to complications in gradings
we had mixed results with our
JOSD1, JOSD3, JOSD5 all struggling
while our BSD3, JDC and Rubbers 14

Tony Honeyborne (R) receives his life membership from Andrew Pattenden.

to get the process back on track for new
and existing members.
Furthermore, his calm but motivating
personality guided the club through
perhaps the greatest capital works
program since the courts were first
constructed.
Tony encouraged others to join him
and motivated talented people to
join the committee and achieve great
things for the club.
Stephen Termorshuizen was taken
on for maintenance and organised
significant funding from Manningham
Council, Tennis Australia, Bendigo
Bank and other local businesses to
contribute to projects.
These projects included carpark

upgrades, court lighting, retaining
wall repairs, court fencing, gates for
maintenance access, and countless
other small projects.
With Stephen moving on (and
leaving a huge hole to fill), Tony then
worked with Andrew Pattenden to
continue the momentum with the
irrigation systems at Taroona Avenue
and South Warrandyte, the Hot Shots
courts at South Warrandyte, and the
new deck and clubhouse renovation
at Taroona Avenue.
Watch this space for an upcoming allabilities toilet and kiosk — currently in
the works.
The two Tony’s are still active
participants in club competitions.

As your Federal Member, I am here to:
Assist with accessing Federal
Government services
Attend your local community event
Arrange congratulatory messages
Please contact my office if I can be of assistance.

KEVIN ANDREWS MP
FEDERAL MEMBER FOR MENZIES

1st Floor, 651-653 Doncaster Road, Doncaster VIC 3108
kevin.andrews.mp@aph.gov.au

kevinandrews.com.au

03 9848 9900
KevinAndrewsMP

Authorised by Kevin Andrews MP, Liberal Party of Australia, 1st Floor, 651-653 Doncaster Rd, Doncaster VIC 3108.

all making finals.
Our Rubbers 14 were runners up
in a tight final while our JDC team
won our lone flag for the COVID-19
Summer Season.
The winter season begins in May.
If any War randyte kids are
interested in joining a tennis
competition, please contact Craig
Haslam:
info@thetennisguru.com.au
Congratulations to (below):
Madison Devine, Harry Marshall,
Taylor Aldenhaven, Liam
Fitzgibbon
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Warrandyte trail explorer
WARRANDYTE MOUNTAIN
Bike Club ( MTB3113)
members JOZICA KUTIN,
NATALIE PAPEZ and KARINA
VITIRIT TI have collected
feedback from the Warrandyte
MTB3113 community and
have compiled, a series of
trail rides in and around the
Warrandyte area.
This is the third one in the series
and MICHELLE ANDREWSKRAJNC came along for the
(hilly) ride.
These trails will eventually be
turned into a book of local
biking trails.

Gold Route 18km
Total distance: 18km
Elevation gain: 557m
Maximum elevation: 136m
Surfaces: Unsealed fire roads, postie
tracks, sealed paths, sealed roads,
unsealed roads.
Rating: Hard.
Facilities: Cafes, restaurants,
pub, bakeries, toilets, BBQs and
playgrounds.
This ride takes you straight into the
hills behind and around Warrandyte
exploring the mining regions including
Fourth Hill.
The start of the ride is at the Whipstick
Gully Gospel Chapel carpark; the
MTB3113 Trailhead.
0km: Map Point 1
Whipstick Gully Gospel Chapel
Carpark
Two doors up from the trail head,
on the river side, is the Warrandyte
Historical Society (WHSoc), 111 Yarra
Street — in the old 1889 post office
— where you can grab a copy of
Digging into history. Goldmining in
Warrandyte (1995) by Diane Baird
(it’s $8 and the source of most of my
facts herein).
The WHSoc has lots of mining
artefacts and informative displays,
including the pre-mining history of
the Wurundjeri People — a worthwhile
detour.
Cross the road safely, there is a
pedestrian crossing between the Grand

Hotel and Warrandyte Community
Bank, then head (west) back past the
pub and onto the postie track near
Whipstick Gully Road.
Turn left up Anderson Street, there’s
a bitumen footpath, climb to the top,
then left into Brackenbury Street
(unsealed).
Continue along Brackenbury Street
until you see a Fire Access Track gate
on your right — that’s Brackenbury
Track.
900m: Map Point 2
Brackenbury Track
Head up Brackenbury Track into
Warrandyte State Park.
At the first junction (about 1.3km)
turn right onto School Track, which
becomes Beveridge Street.
On your right is Warrandyte Primary
School No. 12, established in 1856
when the town’s population was 250.
Check out the or iginal stone
schoolhouse opened in 1875 which
was built by two miners who were also
stonemasons: William Masterton and
James Sloan.
Follow Beveridge Street, which
becomes Forbes Street and at the first
junction (before the big downhill to
Yarra Street and the police station),
turn left onto Brackenbury Street.
Brackenbury Street runs along the
back of Warrandyte but is blocked off
to cars at several spots.
Luckily, not to gold-encrusted
velocipedes!
Continue along Brackenbury Street
to Anderson’s Creek Cemetery —
there’ll be some interesting graves to
explore (it was established in 1866).
Now you’ll think we’re taking you
into the cemetery, almost, but turn
left into what is McCulloch Street,
however the sign “Catholic Church” is
more obvious.
Ride up this dirt road passing St
Gerard’s Catholic Church on your left.
There’s a sign for toilets and there’ll
be water taps in the cemetery.
Continue winding up McCulloch
Street, yep, up, up, up, until you get
to the end of McCulloch Street and
head into the State Park and Cemetery
Track.
2.7km: Map Point 3
Cemetery Track
Climb up Cemetery Track, veer right
onto Brackenbury Track, then when it
comes to a V, you’ll see a sign “Bridle

Trail” so keep to your left, and this track
becomes Betton Track.
Then 100m on your left, you’ll see
your first evidence of gold mining —
the safely covered Fourth Hill Air Shaft.
Continue along in the same direction
on Betton Track until you get to the big
intersection.
3.3km: Map Point 4
Tunnel Street
Now you are going to turn left onto
Whipstick Gully Track (at the end
of Betton Track) — it’s a hairy rocky
downhill, so engage those golden MTB
skills — to enter the Whipstick Gully
Historic Reserve, the location of the
next mine — Victory Mine — which
achieved its golden peak in 1883.
3.8km: Map Point 5
Whipstick Gully Historic Reserve
Whipstick Gully is where most of the
early gold mining occurred, there’s a
picnic table and an information board.
In the 1940s, Warrandyte stone was
also dug from a quarry here.
Now, turn around and head back up
the hill you just came down.
Once you’ve finished climbing
Whipstick Gully Track, head straight
across to Wildcat Gully Track and
follow it downhill, past the opening of
Geraghty’s Mine.
The mine is situated in a beautiful
cool gully and there is an information
board.
After the mine, at the next junction,
veer left and uphill along Wildcat Link
Track (5km, there’s no sign) – if you
miss the turning you will end up on
Gold Memorial Road and at the Gold
Memorial Cairn.
At the end of Wildcat Link Track
you’ll join Dead End Track.
5.6km: Map Point 6
Dead End Track
Continue down Dead End Track
where you’ll join Fiddler Gully Track.
Zoom down and climb back up the
beautifully groomed Fiddler Gully
Track to the intersection with Webb
Street (the unsealed section).
6.3km–8.3km: Map Points 7–8–7
Gutbusters
Now you’ll do the Gutbuster
Challenge Loop
Fastest Male: 6:09
Fastest Female: 9:07
At the parking area where you’ve
just come out of Fiddler Gully Track,

you’ll see another park gate across the
road (Boundary Track) and a track to
your right.
Don’t go through that gate, take
the track on the right (Pigtail Track –
named after the gold bearing Pigtail
Reef ).
Follow Pigtail Track down to the
junction with Boundary Track and
Pigtail Track.
Go hard left onto Boundary Track
(south) and hard left again.
This is the start of the infamous gutbuster Strava segment.
0.79km 7.2 per cent gradient, 59m
elevation gain, running from the
bottom of Boundary Track to the gate.
Finish that climb without busting
your gut and cross the gravel section
back to where you started at the top of
Webb Street (Map Point 7 — 8.3km).
Turn back onto Pigtail Track and
follow it around until you see a hard
right — Harding Road — follow this
down to Ringwood-Warrandyte Road
and join the postie track, turning left
towards Warrandyte.
Cross Ringwood-Warrandtye Road at
house number 402 to Johansons Road.
9.9km: Map Point 9
Johansons Road
On the left-hand side of Johansons
Road there’s a postie track — follow
this up and turn left onto Haslams
Track past the water tank straight to
the park gate ahead.

11.8km: Map Point 10
Haslams Track descent
This is a steep descent with a couple
of water bars — keep your riding under
control descending here.
At the bottom, take a hard left onto a
track (Haslams Link) that will bring you
back to Centre Track in the Warrandyte
State Park area called The Common.
Ride back past the water tank to the
fence line and follow a track northwest,
South Track.
Turn right onto Fire Break Track.
This track then leads you to a park
gate and Jumping Creek Road.
Take great care crossing Jumping
Creek Road to ride a short distance
north on a gravel footpath to turn left
onto Nelson Drive (unsealed road).
14.4km: Map Point 11
Nelsons Drive
A steady climb up Nelsons Drive will
take you to a gate: Warrandyte State
Park — Black Flat.
Head through the gate and take the
path left to follow the Circuit Walk,
veering right at a junction, then left
at the park boundary, to the main
entrance to Black Flat.
Black Flat and Tills Drive were also
mined for gold and used for rock
crushing work.
This is where they discovered the
diorite dyke in 1878, the line of which
is still evident.
According to Heritage Victoria, the
dyke is a vein of decomposed rock.
The dyke was mined on the Elliot
Freehold Estate, where almost half
of Warrandyte’s gold was discovered.
There are also mineshafts in this area.
15.8km: Map Point 12
Tills Drive — Black Flat
All the hard work has been done, you
are on the home stretch now.
Enough gold, time for coffee,
Warrandyte’s new liquid gold.
Ride up Tills Drive, turn right to
the Warrandyte Stonehouse Café on
Ringwood-Warrandyte Road.
16.8km: Map Point 13
Tills Drive — Stonehouse Café
You can grab a quick coffee or
toilet break here at the Warrandyte
Stonehouse Café — otherwise ride
along the front of the café and take
the walking/riding path, right, down
along the river.
This path will eventually come out
at the carpark near the Warrandyte
Bridge.
Here you’ll find public toilets,
playgrounds, BBQs, more cafes, some
specialist shops, and even exercise
equipment.
Head through the carpark and down
the drive to ride under the Warrandyte
Bridge along the river path.
Take it slow — there are people, dogs,
ducks and children everywhere.
Meander up and down and around
till you get to the concrete path on
your left that takes you up behind the
Warrandyte Historical Society building
and back to the trailhead carpark.
18km: End
Warrandyte MTB Trailhead.
I think you deserve your coffee now.
Next instalment:
Winter Solstice Ride.
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Our locals make a good show at Stawell
By ED MUNKS
THE 139th RUNNING of Australia’s
richest footrace the 2021 Stawell
gift saw local athletes of various
ages compete after the COVID-19
disruption of 2020.
Up and coming distance runner
16-year-old Sophie Sykes, who only
took up competing at athletics as a
12-year-old, won both her heat and
then the final of the women’s 800m
and winner’s sash.
Sophie then backed up for the 1600m
Women’s and Masters’ final, but found
the competition hot and finished in
20th place.
Mark Glassborow, who took up
racing to be with his kids, had a busy
weekend but made two finals where
he had a great run as well, and with
a late lunge won the gruelling 300m
masters and then a 10th in the Masters
series final.
Mark also competed in the 70m and
100m masters races.
Zoe Glassborow also made two semifinals where she finished 6th in the
70m and 3rd in the Stawell Gift 120m
semi-finals.
Jake Ireland had a great weekend,
the winner of the Wangaratta Gift and
made the final of the Men’s Stawell
Gift where he finished in 6th place
off 6.25m.
Park Orchards’ Harrison Kerr had a
big weekend running in the 70m for a
heat finish of 4th, the 120m Gift semifinals for a 6th placing, and a third in
the final of the 200m.
Harrison’s dad Pat is a former coach
at the Warrandyte JFC.
The Ireland family not only had
Jake but sister Ebony in the girls U18
100m, brother Darcy in the 400m
Frontmarkers and dad Todd a previous
Stawell gift finalist who finished 7th in
the 100m Hank Neil Masters race.
Cam Dunbar also got through to the
final of the 400m Frontmarkers final
(8th) and the semi-finals of the 70m
Masters and also ran the 200m and
100m masters.
Little athletics competitors were also
represented by Shakira Harding who
ran a 4th in the finals of the 400m, 2nd
in the heat of the 100m and first in the
800m heats.
India Harding also ran in the heats of
the 800m (7), 100m (6) and 400m (7)
and Harper Harding 100m heats (7)
and 400m heat (5).

Macey Hansen also ran her first
Stawell weekend and against the
older kids and took 5th in her heat of
the 100m.
The competition featured Australian
Olympic and Commonwealth games
athletes including Australia’s fastest
woman, Hana Basic from Box Hill, and
Stewart McSweyn who also headed
a star-studded field in the 3200m
race, which also featured a host of
national record holders and Australian
representatives and Olympic hopefuls,
most of whom are coached by Nic
Bideau.
Tokyo in her sights
At the Australian Athletics National
Championships held in Sydney,
three local athletes competed for
the Doncaster Athletics Club: Abbey
Caldwell, Matt Parrott, and Nicole
Reynolds.
19-year-old Abbey has had a
breakout season in her first outing as
an open-age athlete, with a string of
personal bests over various distances.
The Zatopek Classic at Box Hill in
late January saw Abbey win the 3000m
event in a time of 9.22.
This highlighted what she was
capable of, and she continued
to be in good form, winning the
Victorian title for State Track and Field
Championships in the Open Women’s
1500m.
In a star-studded field at Box Hill,
Abbey competed in a 1000m event,
running another personal best with a
time of 2.38 secs.
PBs also came for 800m and mile
events and last weekend she ran the
Tan in a time of 12.06.
This time puts her on the list of fastest
top 10 women to run the iconic track.
Highlighting the year was Abbey’s
stellar run at the Australian Track and
Field Championships in Sydney last
month.
Racing in the 1500m alongside
Australia’s top distance runners, all
vying for Olympic qualification, Abbey
ran 2nd to the national record holder,
Linden Hall with a time of 4.08.
This breakout run has Abbey now
firmly on the radar and in contention of
being selected for the Tokyo Olympics
in July this year.
The lead up to possible selection will
see Abbey travel to Queensland with
Australia’s top athletes to compete in
specific races.

Abbey Caldwell
She will then await the team selection
announcement in June.
The rapid rise of Abbey this season
has surprised many, none more so
than Gavin Burren, head coach at
Eastern Track Club based at Knox
Athletic club, who has been coaching
Abbey for seven years.
Gavin told the Diary: “we are excited
with Abbey’s performances and they
came a bit quicker than we expected.
“However, it has been building
gradually over the past few years, the
signs were there.
“Tokyo was not initially part of the
plan but is now a realistic opportunity,
the future is bright and very exciting”.
Matt “the fast” Parrott ran an U17
heat in 51.9 but just missed out on
going through to the semi-finals.
Nicole Reynolds, after her good form
at the Melbourne Track Classic was
excited and nervous to be competing
at her first 400m hurdles at the open
national level after moving up a
distance from sprint hurdles.
However, Nicole’s race did not go as
planned, but she still finished in a very
good 12th position.
This has given Nicole a taste of the
competition and she has come away
from the race hungry for more, and
excited for pre-season training.
T h e D o n c a s t e r At h l e t i c s C l u b
warmly welcomes athletes of all
abilities and any age 12 and over.
For any queries please contact club
president Campbell McLennan on
0414 533 677 and for East Doncaster
Little athletics contact Lisa Williams
on 0408 140 461

Abbey Caldwell

Abbey Caldwell

Harper Harding

India Harding

Harrison Kerr

Macey Hansen

Harrison Kerr

Sophie Stokes

Shakira Harding

Ebony Ireland
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Bloods back in town with a win
BY JOSH HUNTLY
WARRANDYTE Football Club are off
to a flying start in the Eastern Football
Netball League Division 3 season with
the Senior side coming away with two
back-to-back wins.

Seniors

Round 1
Bye
Round 2
Ferntreee Gully 10.9 - 69
Def by
Warrandyte 15.12 - 102
Round 3
Warrandyte 16.6 - 96
Def
Whitehorse Pioneers 8.8 - 56
With six debutants in the squad,
Warrandyte survived a late fightback
from premiership contender Ferntree
Gully to register their first victory of the
2021 season.
It was a physical, tense first quarter.
Inaccuracy hurt Warrandyte early
before two late goals in the quarter left
the ledger square.
The game broke open in the second
quarter with a Bloods onslaught
inside 50.
Luke Dunn, Ryan Phillips and Quinn

Clark looked ominous in the forward
half as each hit the scoreboard and
first-gamer Finn Swedosh asserted
himself in the ruck duel.
Their extreme pressure gameplay
propelled them to a 41-point lead at
the main break.
Gully slotted seven unanswered
goals to get within nine points, but
Warrandyte pulled away in the last
quarter to record a 33-point victory.
Round 3 was the annual Anzac Day
clash against Whitehorse Pioneers and
a large crowd pulled into Warrandyte
Reserve to see the Bloods first home
fixture in a year and a half.
The pre-game ceremony made
a welcome, moving return and all
gathered to pay their respects.
Warrandyte raced to a fast start in
the match and boom recruit Ryan
Phillips put on a show with four firstquarter goals.
Clark kicked the Bloods’ only goal in
the second quarter, while Whitehorse
was kept scoreless for the term.
Josh Kennedy and Lockier Durran
played well with good skills off the
boot, along with Chris Tout who laid a
staggering 17 tackles for the day.
Phillips slotted another three in the

final quarter to quell any comeback
and Warrandyte moved to 2-0 to start
the season.

Reserves

Round 1
Bye
Round 2
Ferntree Gully 10.12 - 72
Def
Warrandyte 6.7 -43
Round 3
Warrandyte 14.12 - 96
Def
Whitehorse Pioneers 8.1 - 49
A strong Reserves side battled hard
against last season’s Preliminary
Finalist but recorded a 29-point loss.
In a goal-for-goal first quarter, the
Bloods took a four-quarter lead at the
break but lost Luke Shelton to injury
early in the match.
The second quarter belonged to
Ferntree Gully and despite the efforts
of Warrandyte’s midfield operators
they conceded a 29-point deficit at
half-time.
Ben Richardson and Mitch Wilson
worked hard to help Warrandyte stage
a third-quarter comeback, but this
would ultimately be in vain as Gully

kicked away in the last quarter.
Wa r r a n d y t e m e t W h i t e h o r s e
in Round 3 and, with 26 scoring
opportunities to nine, prevailed
comfortably for their first win of the
year.
Three goals each to Darcy Poole and
Callum Padfield set up a blistering
opening half for the Bloods, and Nick
Prelorenzo was abuzz up forward
while Jackson Cleary consistently
broke through contests in the midfield
battle.
A brief comeback from Whitehorse
was in vain after Gareth Hitchman
slotted three in the last quarter.
Warrandyte ran out emphatic
47-point winners.

U19s

Round 1
Bye
Round 2
Ferntree Gully 8.5 - 53
Def
Warrandyte 5.8 -38
Round 3
Warrandyte 14.17 - 101
Def
Whitehorse Pioneers 0.4 - 4
The Under 19s went down to Ferntree

Gully in their first encounter of the
season.
It was a tight tussle at Wally Tew
Reserve with Ollie Bell, Lachie Pollock
and Kyle Appleby all showing their
class in the match.
Just four points separated the sides at
the half, turning into a 10-point lead for
the Bloods going into the last.
That lead was erased quickly, and
Warrandyte were held goalless for a
15-point defeat.
The Appleby brothers stole the show
against Whitehorse, combining for
nine goals in Warrandyte’s 97-point
drubbing.
It was a slow, inaccurate start
however, with the Bloods kicking 4.10.
Kyle Appleby was the sole goal-kicker
in the first half from the midfield.
Liam Appleby joined in with five
of his own, too strong in the air and
along the ground as Warrandyte piled
on the pain.
Ben Tremayne collected a heap
of the footy and Connor Martin was
influential in the ruck and Warrandyte
managed to keep Whitehorse goalless
for the match.

Kara Colborne-Veel flies high with the Pies
By KIERAN PETRIK-BRUCE
THINGS YOU may know about
Warrandyte local Kara Colborne-Veel:
• she works at Riverview Café,
• she loves her footy,
• she grew up supporting Carlton.
Things you may not know about
Kara:
• she had a major injury to her ACL
in 2017 at just 16 years old,
• she works with the AFL as a Games
Development Coordinator,
• she plays in the VFLW for
Collingwood.
Playing her junior football at BulleenTemplestowe, Kara says: “at the start
I was like, it’s just footy I’ll have fun
with it.”
When she started getting
opportunities to play at a higher level
she started thinking “maybe I could
make something out of it, now I can
just go for it.”
However, after just a few years, a
major ACL injury forced Kara out of
footy for around 18 months.
After an injury so early in her career,
Kara said: “I thought, that’s it, that’s
over for me because I don’t get the
TAC route where everyone gets their
opportunity.”
The TAC Cup Girls competition,
which came into existence around the
time of her injury, is a competition for
women aged 16–18 to play at a higher
level and hopefully lead to a pathway
with the AFLW/VFLW.
For Kara the pathway was less
conventional.
“I just took every other opportunity
that came my way,” she said.

She spent a summer training with
the Western Bulldogs VFLW as well
as being recruited by Park Orchards.
After some impressive performances,
she secured a spot on the VFLW list at
Collingwood.
Kara has played five games this
season for the undefeated pies,
predominately in the forward line,
and was named as an emergency in
their 67-point win over Williamstown
on May 1.
Recently with the completion of
the AFLW, many of the players have
returned to VFLW training; and
because only a maximum of ten AFLW
players can play in a match, the fight
for spots, and training has become
more intense.
Kara enjoys the training.
“It is good to have the AFL girls back
because we get to learn off them, and
they help us, they are like our mentors.”
She said AFLW Magpies co-captain
Steph Chiocci has helped “big time”,
but says the girls all help each other.
“It is hard work, but I love it,” she said.
Her main goal is to hopefully be
drafted in a few years and play in the
AFLW, however right now she says her
goal is to stay on the VFL list.
“Staying at Collingwood would be
really good because I love it there.”
The pathways available for entering
the AFLW/VFLW are increasing, and
many current female athletes are
making the switch or playing both.
However, while enticing other elite
athletes to the sport is important,
growing the sport at the elite level
means that a growth at the grassroots
level is vital.
Kara herself has seen that change.

“When I was playing in the YJFL
(Yarra Junior Football League) for
Bulleen-Templestowe, there were
maybe five clubs with women’s teams,
we didn’t play against many teams.”
In fact, the inaugural season in 2011
had just 10 teams in an Under 18s
“Youth Girls” competition, by 2019 that
number had grown to 122 female-only
teams across eight age divisions.
It is a sign that young women are
starting to become more involved, and
at a rapid pace.
While the opportunities at elite level
are smaller, given the shorter season
for the AFLW/VFLW, and less teams
than the AFL/VFL, it also means that
with a continued growth in the number
of women playing.
More teams and opportunities will
present for pathways to the elite level,
allowing for a longer competition with
more teams.
Kara says this “would be the ultimate
goal, I would love for the girls to play
the same season as the boys.”
For that to become a reality, it is vital
that all those girls who want to play
football, or who currently play know
that those opportunities exist.
“The more girls that go to training,
the more they will realise, something
I feel which is that football is a home
for me, its my second family and that’s
why I love it so much, all the girls are
like sisters,” she said.
F ro m t h e w h o l e Wa r ra n d y t e
community, (and this one-eyed Pies
supporter) we want to wish Kara the
best of luck for the rest of the season
and we look forward to seeing her
continue to achieve greatness in the
years to follow.
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